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Abstract 

The global supply chain is fundamentally changing to become more complex as the world gets 
more connected. This causes high pressure on the supply chain to become resilient to a 
surrounding environment with more risks that affect financial aspects. In order to better 
understand what measurements and actions that need to be in place when strategizing on inbound 
supply chain theoretical frameworks needs to be built.  

To further understand how different risk factors are interlinked within the supply chain, it was 
decided to make use semi-structured interviews and the methodology called Total Interpretive 
Structural Modeling (TISM).  
The method chosen in this work is in accordance with the TISM methodology and is performed 
as follows: First, an extensive literature and interview process is carried out to identify important 
risks and how they drive cost. Secondly, utilizing experts knowledge by comparing logical 
statements against each other to create a hierarchical relationship between risks and cost drivers 
within the incoming supply chain. Third, Cross-Impact Analysis was utilized to better understand 
dependency and power and every variable. Finally, a self-explanatory model was developed 
based on the theoretical relationship between variables. 

At the same time, a qualitative study was executed. Based on semi-structured interviews with 
experts in the areas of Logistics & Supply Chain Management. The methodology for analyzing 
these semi-structured interviews is conducted in accordance with theories on the interpretation of 
qualitative data: transcribe, encode and index each interview to gain an understanding of the 
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importance of data obtained. This qualitative study is conducted as a check to ensure that the 
result from the interpretation structure model (TISM) is consistent with reality. 

All done from a general and conceptual level applicable to the inbound supply chain of a 
manufacturing organization. The thesis found, by the use of above methodology, that there were 
11 different risk factors that directly or indirectly relate to a financial cost driven in the supply 
chain. The hierarchy of these factors was established through TISM and cross-referenced with 
the expert opinions within the field of Supply Chain Management and logistics through semi-
structured interviews. Findings from the thesis conclude that important aspects of an inbound 
supply chain are (i) the importance of having a conceptual view of the market, strategy and 
organizational goal; (ii) implement an accurate accounting for materials and products to support 
transparency; (iii) logistics network and inventory is fairly unimportant in the whole picture; (iv) 
supplier relations needs to be kept up to standard, even in a seller’s market. 
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Sammanfattning 
Den globala försörjningskedjan är under förändring mot att bli mer komplex allt eftersom att 
världen blir allt mer sammankopplad. Detta medför svårigheter då en komplexare omgivning ger 
med sig fler risker vilket påverkar de finansiella aspekterna i kedjan. För att bättre förstå vilka 
åtaganden och åtgärder som behövs för att nå en optimal kedja behövs teoretiska ramverk.  
För att uppnå detta valdes i detta arbete ett tillvägagångssätt och metod benämnt Total 
Interpretive Structural Modeling (TISM). Tillvägagångssättet är därför i enlighet med TISM-
metoden och utförs enligt följande (1) en omfattande litteratur- och intervjuprocess genomförs 
för att identifiera viktiga risk element i en inåtgående försörjningskedja; (2) användandet av 
experters kunskap och logiska uttalanden för att skapa ett hierarkiskt förhållande mellan 
riskelement; (3) Cross-Impact Analysis, för att bättre förstå beroende och drivkraft hos varje 
riskelement.; (4) slutligen utvecklades en självförklarande modell baserad på den teoretiska 
relationen mellan de olika riskvariablerna. 
Parallellt med detta utfördes en kvalitativ studie baserad på halvstrukturerade intervjuer med 
experter inom Logistik & Supply Chain Management. Metoden för att analysera dessa bygger på 
teorier om kvalitativa data och dess tolkning: transkribera, kodifiera och indexera varje intervju 
för att få förståelse av vikten av erhållna data. Den kvalitativa studie utfördes som ett 
kontrollerande åtagande för att säkerställa att resultatet från TISM metoden var förenligt med 
verkligheten. 
Allt arbete gjordes från en generell och konceptuell nivå för att se om kunskapen kunde vara 
applicerbart på case-företaget. Det här med avseende att optimera tillverkande organisationers 
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inkommande försörjningsflöden. Uppsatsen hittade, med hjälp av ovanstående tillvägagångssätt, 
att det fanns 11 olika riskfaktorer som direkt eller indirekt hänför sig till en ekonomisk kostnad i 
försörjningskedjan. Hierarkin för dessa faktorer fastställdes genom TISM och validerades genom 
expert intervjuer inom ämnet. Resultat från uppsatsen visar att viktiga aspekter för en optimal 
försörjningskedja var (i) vikten av att ha en konceptuell syn på marknaden, strategin och 
organisationsmålet; (ii) ha ett kontrollsystem för material och produktspecifika data, för att öka 
transparensen; (iii) från ett helhetsperspektiv är logistiknätet och lagernivån relativt oväsentlig; 
(iv) leverantörsrelationer är viktiga att underhålla, även inom säljarens marknad. 
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1  INTRODUCTION 
This chapter introduces the research with the problem formulation, purpose, and contribution. A 
brief introduction to the research field and the specific issue is presented, as well as the 
academic problematizing. The section also involves delimitation, scope and the main and sub-
research questions of the research. 

1.1 Background 
The reduction of trade barriers and the development of improved global transportation 
infrastructure results in fewer factories that produce larger quantities, to meet global rather than 
local demand (Christopher, 2016). Building large-scale factories to enable a new technology is 
thereby something that the modern world has proven it is capable of doing, but when it comes to 
understanding the modern globalized supply chain, complexity arises (Chopra and Meindl, 
2013). The basic idea of a supply chain is a system of people, organizations, information and 
actions that are involved in taking a product from the initial step to finished and delivered 
product (Kozlenkova et al, 2015). Therefore, a global supply chain consists of complex networks 
of organizations and enterprises dependent on one another, experiencing continual turbulence 
and potential disruptions. In fact, numerous executives distinguish supply chain risks as the 
single largest threat to their firms (Pettit et al., 2010). The risk of not receiving production 
material and losing production is a greater motivation than optimizing the supply chain on cost 
(Christopher, 2016). Therefore, understanding the risks, how they are interlinked and affect each 
other is important if one is to create a supply chain that is resilient. 

Commonly misunderstood when addressing the area of Supply Chain Management (SCM) is that 
“No other business has the same problems we have” (Chopra and Meindl, 2013). This has 
become less correct in the globalized world, where supply chain’s overlap, and fewer problems 
are isolated and affect only one single organization (Dubey et al., 2017). Regardless if a 
manufacturer produces batteries or shoes, they are competing in different areas: for similar 
resources, services and will get disrupted by the same events (Christopher, 2016). Supply chains 
within different industries thereby experience very similar challenges: inventory accuracy, 
customer service demands, forecasting, risk management and so on. Studies by the Council for 
Competitiveness (2009) revealed that, although effectively managing such operational risks 
provides better financial performance, a majority of the involved management lacked 
understanding regarding the importance of the risks. 
When addressing existing research on the challenges and risks within the field of SCM, there has 
arguably been a divided view in the last decade, following either: a deductive approach testing 
hypothesis from literature through the use of quantitative methods, or through qualitative case 
studies aiming to explain “how” and “why” certain activities occur (Dubey et al., 2017). Leaving 
much of the conceptual understanding and trade-off between financial and risk aspects 
uninvestigated within academia. Furthermore, the traditional supply chain literature lacks the 
ability to assess the interdependent complexity of risks and challenges to prepare an organization 
for an uncertain future (Pettit et al., 2010).       
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1.2 Problematization 
The global supply chain is fundamentally changing to become more complex as the world gets 
more connected, due to globalization, growing IT-infrastructure and logistics network 
(Christopher, 2016). Globalization has further caused supply channels of goods to become longer 
and increasingly complex. There is also a rising demand on products sustainability, as well as 
regulatory restraints and tougher competition for base resources. Altogether, putting a greater 
pressure on the links within the chain (ibid). Subsequently leading to a growing number of 
challenges that need to be dealt with (Kaplan, 2012). Commonly, failing to address these 
challenges and risks in the right way affects the overall financial performance of an organization. 
Therefore, it is arguable that the most optimized SC is a tradeoff between controlling cost 
without compromising risk exposure, service level or other incentives like environmental 
aspects. Accordingly, there is a lack of comprehension on a conceptual level of how risk aspects 
relate to each other in a hierarchical order (ibid). Hence, the importance lies in building theory 
because it provides a framework for analysis, facilitates the development in the field, and 
provides a better understanding of the real-world problems.   

1.3 Commissioner Organization 
This research is written in collaboration with the commissioner organization Northvolt, a battery 
manufacturer in the start-up phase, planned to be located in northern Sweden. The organization, 
Northvolt, has plans to become one of Europe’s largest producers of lithium-ion batteries in the 
next five years and the most environmentally friendly lithium-ion battery alternative. Thereby, 
important challenges getting there involve decisions between financial tradeoff and risks aspects. 
To succeed with this, a clear Supply Chain Strategy (SCS) needs to be developed. Therefore, the 
focus of this thesis to create a framework for a strategy that takes a conceptual view of the 
inbound supply chain. This, in order to provide clarity to what fundamental factors are important 
to address when building an optimal supply chain from scratch. SCS is mainly understanding and 
mitigating risks in order to avoid production stops, because the production unit does not receive 
the necessary production material (Kaplan, 2012). The motivation of why this study was 
necessary for the commissioner is aligned with this, in order to avoid loss in production, an 
organization must understand what internal and external risk there supply chain is exposed to.       
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1.4 Purpose & Research Question 
The aim is to investigate risk aspects in an inbound supply chain and to gain a better 
understanding of how these are interlinked and related to each other. This is done with the aim to 
serve as a theoretical framework for an organization, which can utilize it to develop a strategy to 
make better tradeoffs between risk and financial incentives. In order to achieve this, we first have 
to create a better conceptual understanding of how to address challenge and risk aspects within 
the chain. Thereby, providing clarity to fundamental aspects and how risks interlink, in order to 
provide a foundation for building an optimal global inbound supply chain. This is then 
researched through the research questions. These are divided into two research questions to make 
them researchable, which are formulated as followed: 

RQ1: What are the major risk aspects for an inbound supply chain? 
RQ2: What are the hierarchical interdependent relationship between risk aspects in an 

inbound supply chain? 
The purpose and research questions are investigated through the methodology, see chapter 4.  

1.5 Scope and Delimitation 
In order to make the methodology reasonable to execute some delimitation had to be created. As 
this report aims to answer the research questions raised with regard to presented 
problematization in a generic way, it is necessary to delimit the research to make it actionable. 
However, to understand all risk aspects and map them out in a detailed level would be 
impossible in the limited time of this research. Instead, focus was put on the interdependent 
relationship between risks and how these risks could be put together in larger categorize and 
viewed from a conceptual perspective.  
The model presented in the result is not limited to a specific geographical area. However, all the 
interviews conducted in the study are conducted in Sweden, with experts working in global 
organisations. From that perspective, this study is relevant for a company with an inbound supply 
chain of production material, that has experience of operating in Northern Europe. With this said 
we have chosen to delimit ourselves to data from the European region, as there is an abundance 
of data concerning logistics and SCM within this region.  
Time is the main limitation of the research. We only had 20 weeks at our disposal. Therefore, to 
make the research area reasonable to investigate it was delimited to the inbound supply chain, as 
shown in Figure 1 below. This was analyzed from a future five-year perspective. The definition 
of an inbound supply chain varies depending on different perspectives. Our scope and the 
definition chosen in this thesis is as presented in the beginning of chapter 2, Frame of Reference. 
The basic fundamentals of this can be categorized as 4 main areas: logistics, procurement, 
coordination and the risk mitigation (Simchi-Levi et al., 2008; Sanchez-Rodrigues et al., 2010). 
We focus on day-to-day operations, and thereby actual movement of products, information and 
services, excluding the procurement part of the inbound supply chain. This excludes research 
fields such as procurement, procurement strategy and risk mitigation through procurement, as it 
was seen too vast to add to the research limited time constraints. 
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Figure 1. Scope. 

Since an understanding and perception of a supply chain requires a conceptual comprehension, 
the focused perspective of this thesis is on an industrial level. To gain an understanding of what 
is happening with an organization in the near future, one has to take into account a variety of 
global supply chain trends, making the research specific in the bound timeframe. The analysis 
part of the study is at a functional organizational level, where economic aspects are of the 
essence, but due to the difficulty of estimating them in a general way and the amount of time it 
would take to do so, it was decided to exclude this aspect from the research. Therefore, our 
research delimitations are narrowed down to an inbound global supply chain and risk aspects 
analyzed for a future five-year period. This since the aim of the thesis is to give a and conceptual 
understanding of the inbound supply chain and to produce a generic result. 

1.6 Contribution  
Up until now, there has arguably been a dichotomous view regarding Supply Chain 
Optimization, following either: A deductive approach built on testing hypotheses resulting from 
literature through the use of quantitative methods, or through qualitative case studies aiming to 
explain “how” and “why” certain activities occur. These two approaches do not provide a clear 
understanding of the underlying links between the hierarchical relationships of the financial 
aspects and risk aspects within a global inbound supply chain (Dubey et al., 2017). This research 
aims to create an understanding between these and show how these aspects interlink by utilizing 
both qualitative and partially quantitative method, through the use of Total Interpretive Structural 
Modeling (TISM). 
Since the vast majority of literature focuses on strategies for improving existing supply chains, 
there is little to none, concerning conceptual and fundamental strategies also applicable to green-
field supply chains. Thereby, there is a knowledge gap between Supply Chain Management and 
Operations Planning. Filling this gap could provide the basis on which both old and new supply 
chain strategies can be established. Therefore, by utilizing TISM, this research is meant to bridge 
the two major research approaches and provide a better understanding of an increasingly 
complex supply chain. 
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2  FRAME OF REFERENCE 
In this chapter, the previous research of the inbound supply chain within the boundaries of the 
scope is introduced. It can be viewed as a literature review and takes into account what has been 
studied in each field and tries to give an insight into how this paper bridge gaps between areas 
of research. Firstly, the general supply chain is presented, later section breaks it down into 
research areas, risk aspects & financial aspects. 

2.1 The Supply Chain 
The supply chain consists of several aspects and parameters which interconnect and makes it into 
a complex structure. Ahi et al. (2013) define the modern sustainable supply chain as followed:     

“The creation of coordinated supply chains through the voluntary integration of 
economic, environmental, and social considerations with key inter-organizational 
business systems designed to efficiently and effectively manage the material, 
information, and capital flows associated with the procurement, production, and 
distribution of products or services in order to meet stakeholder requirements and 
improve the profitability, competitiveness, and resilience of the organization over 
the short- and long-term.” 

The sustainable supply chain can thereby be perceived as the focus on maintaining 
environmental, economic, and social stability for long-term sustainable growth (Dubey et al., 
2017). To what extent the social and environmental is then integrated depends on the corporate 
social responsibility of the organization. On this ground, the pre-study revealed the vastness of 
the field of study and the complexity in connecting different parameters to one another. 
Therefore, the literature review was conducted for the purpose to identify the risk aspects of the 
inbound supply chain. The aim was to derive what areas that are interlinked within the general 
supply chain and to what extent research had been done in each field. How this was done is 
further described in chapter 4, Methodology. What was concluded is that the risk in the inbound 
supply chain can be defined as follows:  

“Inbound supply risk is defined as the potential occurrence of an incident 
associated with inbound supply from individual supplier failures or the supply 
market, resulting in the inability of the purchasing firm to meet customer demand 
and as involving the potential occurrence of events associated with inbound supply 
that can have significant detrimental effects on the purchasing firm.” (Wu et al., 
2006). 

This is also in accordance with research done by Zsidisin et al. (2004) when they analyzed 
techniques to assess the of supply risk. The definition above had to be further divided into 
smaller sub-areas that could be researched individually to later be put together. This would make 
it possible to investigate in more detail and in a later stage, draw conclusions on a higher 
conceptual level. 
The supply chain can be seen as follows: the actual physical movement of parts within a supply 
chain is the logistics. In order to do this efficiently, an organization needs to be able to 
coordinate, move information to be able to operate, plan and control the supply, this is supply 
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chain coordination. To adhere to these plans and to create a resilient supply chain an organization 
should have contingency plans and try to understand the risks that their supply is exposed to, this 
is done through risk mitigation. A major part of mitigating such risks are through procurement 
strategies, where a company works with different type of agreements to ensure that the supply is 
met (Simchi-Levi et al., 2008; Sanchez-Rodrigues et al., 2010; Chopra and Meindl, 2013). 
This division of the supply chain comes down to four major areas of research within the inbound 
supply chain: logistics, supply chain coordination, risk mitigation and procurement strategy. As 
mentioned in chapter 1.5 Scope and Delimitation, we delimited the research to operations and 
will therefore not go into further detail when it comes to procurement strategy, leaving three 
major areas of research.  

The initial research covered many fields of research within these topics. However, some gave a 
better insight into the risk aspects of an inbound supply chain. Sanchez-Rodrigues et al. (2010) 
research found four main themes: delays, demand and information issues, delivery constraints, 
coordination, which according to the experts were the main drivers for uncertainty within 
logistics and thereby risk aspects. According to this, delays are the direct cost driver, caused by 
several direct underlying factors: how resilient the supply chain is to internal and external risk, 
how optimized the inventory is, how the logistical network is structured and how accurate an 
organization is at scheduling. In the research conducted by Sanchez-Rodrigues et al. (2010) the 
experts also added that lack of supply chain integration within the logistics triad can cause 
serious issues with coordination and communication between partners, ultimately leading to 
delays (Sanchez-Rodrigues et al., 2010) Mohanty and Shankar (2017) added to this list of risk 
aspects by highlighting how dependent an organization are on special materials or single 
suppliers, how much regulatory actions can affect the supply chain, how stow ability affects the 
amount shipped per shipment. This research also points out the significance of the placement of 
consolidation points and warehouse in accordance with one's logistics network. The majority of 
experts from both these studies had concerns about risk and risk mitigation as the general cost 
driver and financial aspect of their supply chains.     
These risk aspects had to be further divide and understood in order to lay the foundation for the 
Total Interpretive Structural Modeling that is later utilized in the methodology and result.     

2.1 Research areas 
In order to lay the base for the methodology, the three areas found in the pre-study had to be 
understood to be able to divide them further. This section can thereby be viewed as an 
introduction to the fields of study and a background of the research. The first area is Risk 
Mitigation, which gives us an understanding of how it works, how academia regards it and how 
an organization responds to risk in order to gain competitive advantage. Secondly, Supply Chain 
Coordination, which gives a perspective of how information and data handling can be used to 
generate a more responsive and at the same time more efficient supply chain. Lastly, Logistics is 
made acquainted, giving a perception of what aspects it is restraining an organization and how 
one can use it to hedge on the own supply chain. 
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2.1.1 Risk Mitigation 
There are a variety of theoretical perspectives that have been applied to and contributed to the 
understanding of supply chain risks (Kumar et al., 2010). To generalize it can be defined as the 
potential deviations from the initial overall objective that, consequently, trigger the decrease of 
value-added activities at different levels (Kumar et al., 2010; Sreedevi and Saranga, 2017). To 
get a better perception of it, it can be broadly divided into disruption risk and operational risk 
(Sreedevi and Saranga, 2017).      

Disruption risk is concerning a category of risks that is external to your specific supply chain that 
affects the normal activity (Kleindorfer and Saad, 2009). Disruption risk assessment is to 
evaluate potential loss due to major disruption (natural disaster, strikes or terrorism) and to 
estimate the likelihood of each type of major disruption to occur (Li et al., 2011). This covers 
potential events ranging from political and economic disruptions and instability, unforeseen 
events to more foreseeable events such as regulatory issues. Thereby, both the magnitude and the 
probability of disruption in supply are important to overall perceptions of the disruption risk 
(Ellis et al., 2010). Many organizations recognize the importance of disruption risk assessment, 
utilizing both formal quantitative models as well as informal qualitative plans (Rice and Caniato, 
2003; Zsidisin et al., 2004). However, the difficulty in obtaining good approximations and 
probability of occurrence means that they vary in efficiency (Li et al., 2011). Dell, for instance, 
has developed contingency plans for when disaster strikes, they have a person working 
consistently with assessing natural disaster, power outage, or epidemic attack that could 
potentially affect any part of its supply chain to efficiently mobilize and route emergency 
resources to external organizations, to ensure that they always receive their supply.    
Studies have been done to measure the potential impact of each major disaster, based on 
empirical data and analysis (Li et al., 2011). Hendricks and Singhal (2003) analyzed the short-
term effects of supply chain disruption, this involved economic impact in the form of production 
and shipment delays. This research was based on a select sample of 519 disruption 
announcements made by companies between a time period, 1989-2000. Which concluded that 
the mean decrease in a company’s value is 10.28% over a two-day period after the public 
announcement of the disruption (Li et al., 2011). When Hendricks and Singhal (2005) 
investigated the long-term effects of the disruption they could see that companies were suffering 
33-40% lower stock returns than the relative industry over a three-year period.  

Operational risks are caused by high uncertainty and a lack of coordination between supply and 
demand (Lockamy and McCormack, 2010).                                     

“The risk of direct or indirect loss resulting from inadequate or failed internal 
processes, people, and systems” (Mori and Harada, 2001). 

Therefore, operational risk can be viewed as internal supply chain risk, inbound aspects that 
affect manufacturing process risk, and the probable deviances from making the desired quality 
and quantity at the right time (Sreedevi and Saranga, 2017). Operational risk parameters can be 
further divided into risks concerning how dependent a firm is on a specific supplier or 
component, how inert and complex the logistical network is, and if there are restrictions on the 
transportation of products in form of constraints. Oke and Gopalakrishnan (2009) suggests 
measures to mitigate supply risk are (i) improved planning and coordination of the supply and 
demand; (ii) improved flexible capacity; (iii) becoming better at identifying supply chain 
vulnerability; (iv) implementing contingency plans if something happens; (v) and avoiding 
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supplier dependency by the usage of multiple sourcing strategies (Li et al., 2011). Cruz. et al. 
(2015) describes diverse methods to estimate frequency and severity models and then goes on to 
try to forecast the risk before it happens, by taking several factors into consideration with 
scenario analysis; multi-factor modelling; and dependence modelling. However, all forecasts are 
to some extent inaccurate, mainly because of lacking information, which means that 
organizations rely on inventory to moderate risk (Gross, 2015).   

From the research area of “Risk mitigation” it can be concluded that there are four specific risk 
elements (1)  Disruption Risk; (2) Political and Economic Instability; (3) Regulatory, Legal and 
Bureaucracy; (4) Supplier Dependency.   

2.1.2 Supply Chain Coordination 
Information is power in most sectors of industry, and the supply chain is no different. The ability 
to control information and adapt quickly and accurately, as you have better data than your 
competitors, gives an organization an edge of competitive advantage (Gross, 2015). Traditional 
supply chains were fine in competing in the traditional world, however, the complexity and pace 
of modern manufacturing require more from the modern supply chain. Not only is transparency 
important for being able to track the origin of a product from a customer perspective, but even 
more an opportunity for the organization to be able to track where its material is in transit and 
when this material will arrive (Akella, 2009). 

“If a supplier is to produce the right parts in a timely manner for a manufacturer in 
a pull system, the manufacturer must share demand and production information 
with the supplier. Information sharing is thus crucial to the success of a supply 
chain” (Chopra and Meindl, 2013). 

Technology and data are changing the supply chain and how you manage it (Gross, 2015). The 
boom in data analysis has made three major changes in the supply chain, the first one is 
increased scope and credibility (Gross, 2015). The supply chain in the past have been viewed as 
backroom operation, and with more data regarding operations and interfaces to customers and 
more data that is more cross-functional, the supply chain has become much broader, impacting 
function or process within the organization (Gross, 2015). Secondly, the supply chain has an 
increased role in strategy development (Gross, 2015). In the past, the supply chain has put a lot 
of emphasis on what it can do to reduce cost, but today it is much more: what can we do to 
increase revenue? (Gross, 2015). The third and last one has increased the ability to manage 
multiple level supply chains (Gross, 2015). Many of the decisions and sometimes even the 
problems come from issues that are introduced several stages down the supply chain. For 
instance, the aircraft industry had a problem with their batteries, Boeing had to shut down the 
production of the 787 Jumbo Jet. A number of Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM) that 
were using that battery then had to work together and discovered that the problem was 
introduced 9 steps deep in the supply chain (Gross, 2015). The only way that they could actually 
isolate that particular issue was through analytical data.  

Supply Chain Coordination is a form of information sharing system and collaboration between 
stages, that allows an organization to oversee several stages of their supply chain (Arshinder et 
al., 2008; Chen, 2003). It enables all stages of the supply chain to work harmoniously toward the 
same objective to maximize the profitability of the supply chain (Akella, 2009). This means that 
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all parties within different stages of the supply chain need to share the appropriate information 
with other stages in order for all parties to stay ahead of a change in demand (Gross, 2015).  

“Supply Chain Coordination is the future, it enables you to control and own the 
information and without owning all the stages of your supply chain. It is an 
overlaying function, which gives information directly from the first source/raw 
material and all other steps in the supply chain. This makes it possible to reduce 
inventory and, instead, adjust purchases after the real-time information. With 
certainty, knowing when, where and what is delivered” (Pre-Study Interview A5). 

All the other factors in the supply chain often have a trade-off between efficiency and 
responsiveness. However, good information can improve both (Chopra and Meindl, 2013). There 
is often a misconception that more information is always better. Information technology often 
requires costly investments in advanced information infrastructure. Too much information often 
makes it complex in decoding, understanding, and processing, whereas the marginal value of the 
information diminishes the more information that is available (Chopra and Meindl, 2013). 
Therefore, it is important to constantly evaluate the minimum amount of information that is 
required to accomplish the desired objective (Chopra and Meindl, 2013). The trade-off when 
creating the information infrastructure is between the complexity and value that you get (Akella, 
2009).  

“A lack of coordination occurs either because different stages of the supply chain 
have objectives that conflict or because information moving between stages is 
delayed and distorted. Different stages of the supply chain may have conflicting 
objectives if each stage has a different owner. As a result, each stage tries to 
maximize its own profits, resulting in actions that often diminish total supply chain 
profits” (Chopra and Meindl, 2013). 

Every supply chain is independent and faces its own challenges, in information technology this 
often comes down to the integration of systems (Gunasekaran, 2004). Different stages of the 
supply chain have different requirements and constraints, but what is common is pressures from 
other stages (supplier/customer) in the supply chain on your organization to integrate with their 
system, which then makes it easier for those stages to coordinate their supply chain 
(Gunasekaran, 2004). What supplier or customer to integrate with often comes down to the 
influence of that supplier/customer and logistics structure of it your supply chain (Akella, 2009). 
From the research area of “Supply Chain Coordination” it can be concluded that there are three 
specific risk elements (1)  Accuracy of Scheduling; (2) Material Identification and Traceability; 
(3) Information Infrastructure.  
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2.1.3 Logistics 
Firms must consider transportation, inventory and facility costs when designing their supply 
chain, this is what is known as the logistics (Chopra and Meindl, 2013). A major part of the 
Supply Chain Management is the logistics. However, it is often misconceived as being only this, 
missing the fact that it also involves the production process, customer order management, risk 
analysis and the information flow necessary to monitor all activities within the supply chain 
(Lummus et al., 2001). The logistics can be seen as flows: 

”The logistics profession involves planning, implementing and controlling efficient, 
effective flow and storage of goods and services from the beginning point of 
external origin to the company and from the company to the point of consumption 
for the purpose of conforming to customer requirements” (Lummus et al., 2001). 

The logistics are generally perceived as limited to within the organization, although it manages 
flows between it and its suppliers and customers (Lummus et al., 2001). In the past, this has been 
a unidimensional operational support function, whereas now, it has developed into being a 
network, multidimensional process that spans all value-added steps and aims to optimize holistic 
and complex operational and economic activities (Gleissner and Femerling, 2013). Logistics is 
thereby closely interlinked with globalization in a proportionate sense (Gleissner and Femerling, 
2013), and with globalization comes longer more complex logistics networks. Through this, 
logistics systems have become inconceivable without the correct and accurate processing data 
(Gleissner and Femerling, 2013). Gleissner and Femerling (2013) present the importance of 
supporting instruments of information technology, in order to be able to perform proper 
identification and communication within the logistics network. They also present the general 
strategies and concepts utilized to ensure delivery of commodities: just-in-time delivery or 
vendor managed inventory, area freight forwarding, external procurement warehouses, and 
supplier parks (Gleissner and Femerling, 2013). The complexity of the logistics network has to 
lead to third-party logistics (3PL) providers becoming a standard practice in Supply Chain 
Management for transportation, storage facilities and other surrounding services (Cochran and 
Ramanujam, 2006). However, when outsourcing aspects of your supply chain, it becomes harder 
to retrieve information about your commodities, if they are degrading in quality and if they will 
arrive on time. Hence, it is difficult to coordinate your supply chain without understanding what 
is driving the cost and how these causes are interlinked.  
 
From the research area of “Logistics” it can be concluded that there is four elements of risk (1)  
Logistics Network; (2) Transportation Constraints; (3) Warehouse Design; (4) Inventory.  
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3  RISK ASPECTS 
In this chapter, the 11 found risk aspects of an inbound supply chain are presented. These will 
later be used in the TISM methodology presented in Chapter 4, Methodology.    

The identification of these risk aspect has been done based on findings in existing literature 
through the frame of reference of this research design. These risk aspects were then concentrated 
down into the 11 presented below, with the help of an external panel of experts. These experts 
were chosen based on their experience. Elaboration on the approach and motivation for choice of 
experts in the panel is further elaborated in chapter 4, Methodology.  
The elements presented in Table 1 are the first finding of the research and identified as the main 
risk aspects within the inbound supply chain. The elements described in this chapter have been 
concentrated in order to be generic enough to cover all risks within the delimitations of the study, 
but still specific enough to be able to be compared and see how they interlink. This is later on 
utilized as part of the framework of the study, the Total Interpretive Structural Modeling, 
described in chapter 4. 

Table 1. Main Risk & Financial Aspects 

Code  Element  Remark  Reference  

E1 Disruption 
Risk 

Disruptive and unforeseen 
events. 

(Kleindorfer and Saad, 2009), (Li et al., 
2011), (Rice and Caniato 2003) & 
(Zsidisin et al. 2004). 

E2 Political and 
Economic 
Instability 

Fluctuations in currency 
exchange rates and 
commodity prices. 

(Wagner and Bode, 2006), (Levy, 1995), 
(Hendricks and Singhal, 2003) & 
(Meixell and Gargeya, 2005). 

E3 Regulatory, 
Legal and 
Bureaucracy  

Change in trade and 
transportation laws.   

(Hendricks and Singhal, 2003) & 
(Wagner and Bode, 2008). 

E4 Supplier 
Dependency 

Supplier not fulfilling 
agreement to deliver.  

(Chopra and Meindl, 2013) & (Caniëls 
and Gelderman, 2007).  

E5 Logistics 
Network 

Modifications in nature of 
the transportation; type, 
load, route, and speed.  

(Dubey et al., 2017), (Balaman et al., 
2018), (Galvez et al., 2015), (Chopra and 
Meindl, 2013), (Bloemhof-Ruwaard et 
al., 1996), (Frota Neto et al., 2008) & 
(Aronsson and Huge Brodin, 2006). 

E6 Transportation 
Constraints  

Limited transportation 
options; delivery slots, 
dangerous goods and 
inadequate stowability. 

(Sanchez-Rodrigues et al., 2010), 
(Mohanty and Shankar, 2017), (Cochran 
and Ramanujam, 2006) & (Zhou et al., 
2010). 
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E7 Warehouse 
Design 

Inefficient warehouse 
placement and utilization.  

(Mohanty and Shankar, 2017), (Harris et 
al., 2011) & (Chopra and Meindl, 2013). 

E8 Inventory Not optimized inventory.  (Baker, 2006) & (Chopra and Meindl, 
2013). 

E9 Accuracy of 
Scheduling 

Inaccurate scheduling of 
supplies.  

(Schuh et al., 2014), (Gunasekaran, 2004) 
& (Nasri et al., 2012). 

E10 Material 
Identification 
and 
Traceability 

Not being able to trace or 
identify individual 
components in production.  

(Wang, 2014), (Gunasekaran, 2004), 
(Zhang et al., 2008) & (Olsen and Borit, 
2013). 

E11 Information 
Infrastructure  

Lacking upstream 
information and information 
infrastructure.  

(Gross, 2015), (Chen, 2003) & (Chopra 
and Meindl, 2013). 

3.1 Disruption Risk 
Disruption risk is, as mentioned before, external risk, unforeseen events that can disrupt your 
production capabilities (Kleindorfer and Saad, 2009). For instance, natural disasters, strikes and 
economic disruptions, and from acts of purposeful agents, including terrorists. Kleindorfer and 
Saad (2005) considered empirical results from dataset covering a time period between 1995-
2000, to figure out the implications of such disruptions. From this, they based a conceptual 
framework that trade-off between risk mitigating investments against potential losses caused by 
supply disruption (Li et al., 2011). The empirical data analysis showed that disruption can have 
significant financial consequences for organizations that rely on suppliers for crucial components 
(Kleindorfer and Saad, 2009). The suggestion being, that organizations should examine ways to 
identify supply chain strategies that are efficient and yet resilient to disruption (Li et al., 2011). 
However, in absence of accurate measurements and little probability of occurrence, organization 
invest little time and resources into managing supply chain disruption risks (Li et al., 2011). This 
dichotomy is confirmed by later research done by Rice and Caniato 2003, and Zsidisin et al. 
2004. Thereby, the potential detrimental impact of the of the disruption could drive the cost of 
lost production capability.  

3.2 Political and Economic Instability 

Supply chain political issues have become increasingly prominent as supply chains become 
longer, complex and more globalized (Wagner and Bode, 2006). There are many risks arising 
from political instability that affects the supply chain: local human-centered issues such as 
vandalism, sabotage, labor strikes, industrial accidents, and wars. A common generalization is to 
draw the conclusion that; political instability leads to economic instability, initiating uncertain 
fluctuations in currency exchange rates and commodity prices (Levy, 1995; Meixell and 
Gargeya, 2005; Hendricks and Singhal, 2003). The fluctuations in its turn affect the price paid 
for goods and shipment throughout the entire chain, influencing the timing and purchase volumes 
as well as the overall financial performance of the supply chain (Meixell and Gargeya, 2005).  
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3.3 Regulatory, Legal and Bureaucracy 
Important factors of uncertainty arising in the operation of a supply chain originate from 
authority decisions: administrative, legislative, regulatory agencies (Hendricks and Singhal, 
2003). In these manners regulatory, legal and bureaucracy refers to the relevant policies and laws 
(e.g., custom, tariffs, trade and transportation laws) that impact the supply chain as well as the 
changing frequency of these. Changes in these laws and policies are hard to anticipate and the 
impact will likely redesign the entire supply chain activities (Wagner and Bode, 2008).  
Examples are new road pricing schemes for trucks in European courtiers or trade tariffs on steel 
to the USA. Commonly, administrative barriers may restrict the supply chain performance which 
implicates that higher regulatory, legal and bureaucratic restrictions lower the overall supply 
chain performance. 

3.4 Supplier Dependency 
Having a diverse network design can play a significant role in mitigating supply chain risk 
(Chopra and Meindl, 2013). If the company has multiple suppliers for one component, it 
mitigates the risk of disruption (Chopra and Meindl, 2013). However, strategic products can 
often only be sourced from one supplier, causing a significant supply risk (Caniëls and 
Gelderman, 2007). For example, in 2000 when Royal Philips Electronics burnt down, Nokia and 
Ericsson were impacted differently. Nokia was able to adjust for loss in supply through other 
supply plants, whereas Ericsson did not have this possibility. In the end, Ericsson estimated 
revenue losses of $400 million as a result (Chopra and Meindl, 2013). Collaborating multiple 
suppliers mitigates the risk of disruption, but at the same time increases cost, as each supplier 
have difficulties in achieving economy of scale (Chopra and Meindl, 2013). However, the risk of 
losing operational capacity as the only supplier of a component is not able to deliver, is the main 
financial risk in this case.  

3.5 Logistic Network 
Transportation optimization can be defined as the optimization of load, route, speed and the 
nature of the transportation (Dubey et al., 2017). Transport distance and mode of transport play a 
fundamental role in the performance of the supply chain, the associated logistical network must 
be designed to ensure the best balance between the cost, time and environmental impact 
(Balaman et al., 2018; Galvez et al., 2015). The major factor in transportation which affect the 
monetary aspect is distance, the longer the shipment route, the higher the transportation cost 
(Chopra and Meindl, 2013). In transportation, the fundamental trade-off is between efficiency, 
the cost of transporting the material and responsiveness, the speed upon which you can receive or 
deliver the product (Chopra and Meindl, 2013). If something is to be delivered quickly, it often 
costs more money to have suppliers on standby or inventory close by. The literature concerning 
logistic networks is mostly divided into approaching the cost to minimize it or trying to minimize 
environmental impact (Bloemhof-Ruwaard et al., 1996). There is little done to integrate these 
two and try to take a conceptual view of the whole network (Frota Neto et al., 2008). Aronsson 
and Huge Brodin (2006) suggests a range of measures to succeed in environmental as well as 
logistics performance, comprising types of consolidation, logistics standardization, and IS/IT 
solutions allowing a vast restructuring of logistics systems. 
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3.6 Transportation Constraints 
Transportation constraints are restrictions in the delivery process that can limit normal transport 
operations (Sanchez-Rodrigues et al., 2010). It is a barrier to transport operations and affects the 
financials through restricted transportation and loading processes (Sanchez-Rodrigues et al., 
2010). Therefore, driving cost that by limiting transportation options, increasing delivery time 
and delays. These constraints are a result of requirements on packaging and amount per 
shipment, restricts on transporting dangerous and hazardous materials, inadequate stowability, 
restricted delivery windows imposed by the third-party logistics provider, limited storage 
capacity at the supplier depots and delivery curfews at the production facilities (Sanchez-
Rodrigues et al., 2010). Thereby, the constraints are basically reasons that limit the goal of 
delivery of the durables from source to destination (Mohanty and Shankar, 2017), and can cause 
shipments to be not fully utilized. In practice, dispatching a vehicle with unutilized space means 
a waste of transport capacity, hence higher cost per goods. Minimizing the unutilized space can 
be done in two ways, optimizing stowability and consolidating freights (Cochran and 
Ramanujam, 2006). The first parameter stowability, which refers to how goods fit into the 
dimensions of a particular container and pallet that is used in the chosen transportation mode. 
(Mohanty and Shankar, 2017). It further refers to the outer dimensions, density and volume of 
the goods being transported (Mohanty and Shankar, 2017). Secondly, freight consolidation is 
described as the combination of many small shipments in order to dispatch a larger more 
economical load in the same transport (Zhou et al., 2010). There are three common policies of 
dispatching: (i) after quantity, dispatching the transport when accumulated freight quantity 
exceeds permitted limit; (ii) after time limitations, dispatching the transport according to time 
constraints; (iii) time and quantity, dispatching transport when either quantity or time constraint 
is reached (Zhou et al., 2010). 

3.7 Warehouse Design 
The basic idea of the design of warehouses should be in such a manner to minimize 
transportation cost and be as near as possible to the markets (Mohanty and Shankar, 2017; Harris 
et al., 2011).  There is a basic idea that a supply chain should follow: the number of facilities 
should equal the number that minimizes the logistics cost. If a firm increases the number of 
facilities it will increase the responsiveness of the supply chain, this can only be justified if the 
revenue of the increased responsiveness outweighs the costs of additional facilities (Chopra and 
Meindl, 2013). Typical restructuring of the logistics to meet new environmental demand, involve 
new logistic structures with fewer nodes, larger warehouses, or changes in transport mode 
(Harris et al., 2011). This often is aligned with operational efficiency. However, larger 
warehouses bind more capital and thereby drive cost. 

3.8 Inventory 
Baker (2006) performed a study on 13 different supply chains to assess inventory and 
warehousing. The results indicated that the suppliers lead times were in excess of the customers, 
with exceptions of new production lines. Demand, therefore, need to be met from inventory. 
Inventory was also shown to be the most common risk mitigation, mainly because of random 
demand and transportation delays. The literature on this field focuses on inventory control 
theory, inventory reduction management and improved risk management. However, from these, 
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similar conclusions can be drawn; every mitigation strategy comes at a price, increasing 
inventory mitigates the risk of delays, but instead increases the risk of obsolescence (Chopra and 
Meindl, 2013). Larger inventory binds more capital and this increase costs.  

3.9 Accuracy of Scheduling 
A prerequisite for accomplishing a high adherence to promised delivery dates is excellent 
production planning and control (PPC) (Schuh et al., 2014). However, despite efforts in 
achieving high scheduling accuracy, manufacturing companies still regularly struggle in meeting 
their logistic targets (Schuh et al., 2014). Therefore, such organizations deal with long lead 
times, high stocks, and ultimately accomplishing bad adherence to promised delivery dates 
(Schuh et al., 2014). The major reason for this being data inconsistencies, which denotes, 
missing information concerning the utilized work-station. This influence key aspects of the PPC 
and leads to a decrease in utilization and high lead time and will also affect the deliverance 
compared to the actual situation (Schuh et al., 2014). In the end, inaccuracy comes down two 
systems parameters: firstly, input data disturbance, due to the dynamic environment and 
secondly, the age of data related to the time of capturing it, the length between capturing and 
utilizing the data (Nasri et al., 2012). Thereby, miss scheduling, which because of increased lead 
time, inventory, and a decrease in deliverance accuracy will drive cost. 

3.10 Material Identification and Traceability 
Identification means the ability to assign information of the used material and its specific quality. 
E.g. supply origin, previous transport, possible damage, material compound and material grade. 
Difference between materials within production can vary, even if they are to be the same 
according to specifications (Wang, 2014). The impact on production from a slight change in the 
material raises demand for accurate accounting in the manufacturing; knowing all about the 
components included in the manufacturing process, so that problems and inefficiencies can be 
fixed before they multiply and drives cost (Wang, 2014). With an increasingly global supply 
chain, many manufacturers work with multiple suppliers, therefore increasing the need for 
accurate identification, accounting and traceability, in order to increase transparency (Zhang et 
al., 2008). Traceability means the ability to identify a specific component used in the production 
and track its history through the whole, or a part, of the value chain (Zhang et al., 2008). 
Achieving a higher grade of traceability are commonly done by applying identification marks to 
each unique component needed within production (Olsen and Borit, 2013). Then gathering 
information as the component moves through critical points of its supply stream. Examples of 
this identifications could be serial numbers, barcodes, QR-codes and RFID tags (Olsen and Borit, 
2013). 

3.11 Information Infrastructure 
The modern supply chain can be efficient if it bases information on actual real-time-purchasing-
data. As well as data across the inbound supply chain, from supply to distribution and logistics, 
through the use of Internet of Things. By distilling this data into actionable intelligence, an 
organization can get an insight and make decisions. Through this, they can then take actions that 
have a direct effect, something that just has not been possible before (Chopra and Meindl, 2013). 
This enables the organization to adapt more quickly to a dynamic supply and demand, and also 
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personalize products on a greater scale (Gross, 2015). Moreover, it gives the organization a 
possibility to respond faster to problems that may interrupt supply or production. It allows to 
optimize networks, reduce inventory, improve service level, operate at excellence, increase 
relevance accuracy and act directly to change in the demand (Gross, 2015). Investing in 
information infrastructure is difficult, there is a fine balance between too complex to handle and 
good data. In general, the goal should be to share the minimum information required to achieve 
coordination. The marginal cost of handling additional information beyond a certain point 
increases, whereas the marginal benefit from additional information decreases (Chopra and 
Meindl, 2013). However, a lack of information infrastructure cause issues with communication 
and supply chain coordination, ultimately leading to delays.  
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4 METHODOLOGY 
This chapter presents the methodology and design of the research. Firstly, the pre-study and 
general research approach will be described. This is then followed by a conceptual description 
and brief explanation of the Total Interpretive Structural Modeling and thereafter, it is divided 
and described in more detail. This is followed by an elaborate explanation of research quality.  

4.1 Pre-Study 
The pre-study was done in an iterative manner in order to apprehend knowledge from both 
academics and experts with real-world experience. The literature review then continued 
throughout the research to constantly improve how the risk factors were categorized. This 
iterative method was also utilized to figure out how the Total Interpretive Structural Modeling 
was to be conducted and analyzed, see chapters 4.2.2 to 4.2.7.   
The pre-study can be divided into literature review and unstructured interviews with experts at 
Northvolt and external experts. The internal experts at Northvolt highlighted scope and 
delimitations and could from this give a good insight into the general approach. The external 
experts were chosen depending on if they fit into these two criteria: if they had experience of 
logistics or if they had experience with Supply Chain Management, see table 2. This gave a basic 
understanding of both a detailed level, what the main issues are concerning logistics and an 
understanding on a conceptual and strategic level, how an inbound supply chain can be 
optimized.  

Table 2. Table of Experts in Pre-Study 

Interviewee  Experience Organization Title  Industry Empirics 

A1 Logistics Green Cargo Head of Transport 
Planning 

Rail Logistics Unstructured 
Interview 

A2 Logistics MSC Trade Manager  Sea Logistics Unstructured 
Interview 

A3 Logistics Skellefteå 
Hamn  

Harbor Manager Logistic Hub Unstructured 
Interview 

A4 Inbound 
Logistics 

Hilding Anders Logistics Director Retail Unstructured 
Interview 

A5 Supply Chain Scania Supply Chain 
Manager 

Automotive Unstructured 
Interview 

A6 Supply Chain AstraZeneca Head of Supply Chain 
Management 

Pharmaceutical  Unstructured 
Interview 
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This disclosed that, even though many aspects of the supply chain are global, generalizable and 
applicable to all parties, everyone has their one perspective of how they fit together and what the 
driving factors are.  

4.2 Research Approach 
The literature review revealed that there, up until now, have been a dichotomous view upon 
Supply Chain Optimization (SCO), following either: A deductive approach built on testing 
hypotheses resulting from literature through the use of quantitative methods. Or, through 
qualitative case studies aiming to explain “how” and “why” certain activities occur. These two 
approaches do not provide a clear understanding of the underlying links between and hierarchical 
relationships between the risk factors. In order to build a bridge between the qualitative or 
quantitative research approaches within SCO, and better understand the links between risk 
aspects, we have chosen to take a conceptual approach. This in order to gain a deeper theoretical 
knowledge regarding risks and inbound SCO. Therefore, the approach chosen in this research is 
enclosed to a qualitative method, this because of three reasons in particular. Firstly, the lack of 
theoretical material within the combination of the two approaches. Secondly, the topic of this 
research needs to be explored from both a theoretical and practical perspective. Lastly, since a 
qualitative approach is especially useful for subjects of which the important variables are not 
known beforehand (Creswell, 2013). 

Further, the research was done mainly on abductive reasoning, where a designed model is 
hypothetically meant to describe the sum of all data better than any other model and conclude 
that it is interfered to be the most probably correct one (Blomkvist & Hallin, 2015). Since the 
objective of this paper is to provide a structural analysis of risk aspects in an inbound supply 
chain, in-depth semi structured interviews and the methodology of Total Interpretive Structure 
Modeling (TISM) and Cross-Impact Analysis were used.   

Therefore, the approach chosen in this study can divided in two separate studies (i) semi-
structured interviews to collect the experts specific knowledge; (ii) questionnaire study in 
accordance with  the methodology of Total Interpretive Structural Modeling (TISM) and 
conducted as follows: Firstly, undertook an extensive literature and interviewing process, in 
order to identify key cost drivers of Supply Chain Management practices. Secondly, we used 
expert’s knowledge and logical statements to establish a hierarchical relationship among drivers 
of cost in inbound SCM practices. Thirdly, utilized Cross-Impact Analysis to better understand 
the dependence and driving power of each variable. Lastly, developed a self-explanatory model 
of theoretical relationship amongst variables, and discussed and analyzed the findings. 

In order to provide a comprehensive understanding of the research approach, and overall 
research design a schematic plan was constructed and presented in Figure 2 as follows: 
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Figure 2. The Research Process. 

The first of these steps, the extensive literature and interviewing process, in order to identify key 
risk and financial aspects of SCM practices was the base of the whole research. The accuracy of 
this would affect every step that came after. Therefore, this had to be correctly done in order to 
do a thorough research. In this stage we had to figure out the factors mentioned in chapter 3, then 
these had to be categorized in a general way to be applicable to all supply chains. To ensure that 
this was done correctly, we sent out two prototypes (alpha and beta) of the categorization and 
then later also two prototypes of how we formulated the factors to 3 selected experts. These three 
were based on the range of experience, to be able to cover the whole scope of our research and to 
be able to give feedback of the prototypes in a general way. The generalizability of the 
questionnaire would make the answers applicable to all stages of the supply chain and would 
control how much this research would be a contribution.   

4.3 Collecting the Emperics 
The study followed two approaches for the gathering of emperics; semi-structured interviews  
and a study in accordance with TISM. The reason behind this originates in the difficulty to draw 
conclusions from only using interviews, since they are open for interpretation. The TISM study, 
on the other hand, provided more measurable data, but lacked deeper insight in the experts 
thoughts and reasoning. Thereby both studies were used together in order to strengthen the study 
and allow cross reference between the results.  

Gathering empirics via interviews is one of the most common methods used in a qualitative 
social science research, contrary survey methodology is suitable when conducting a quantitative 
research (Blomkvist & Hallin, 2015). In order to build a bridge between the qualitative and 
quantitative methodology, as this research intends to, the second-round empirics in this research 
followed a combination between the two approaches. Thereby, ensuring that the limitations of 
one type of data are balanced by the strengths of another. Thus, lowering the need for an 
extensive number of respondents as the empirical foundation is rooted in structured interviews. 
However, a small number of interviews may not enable researchers to compare particular groups 
or to consider frequency distribution (Baker and Edwards, 2012). Too many interviews, on the 
other hand, may produce too much material to analyze effectively and expeditiously (Baker and 
Edwards, 2012). Therefore, the researcher must comprehend the purpose of their research, in 
order to decide how many qualitative interviews is enough.  
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Guest et al. (2006) stated that when using structured interviews of a homogenous group of 12 is 
all that is needed in order to reach saturation, hence justifying the number of expert interviewees 
chosen in this research. Baker and Edwards (2012) argue that around 12, no more than 20 
interviews are enough for qualitative research, generating sufficient experience of structure and 
leaves the potential for analyses. Surpassing this number only makes the research impractical and 
makes other parts of the research suffer (Baker and Edwards, 2012).  

In accordance Baker and Edwards, we had to start by comprehending the purpose of the 
research. Therefore, we started out by dividing the industry into manufacturing industry and 
process industry, thereby covering the whole producing part of a supply chain. Then there was a 
monetary aspect to take into account, therefore we divided it further into organizations with 
either high or low margins. The last division was on the frequency and volumes of sales, either 
focusing on quality or quantity. This gave us general attributes of an organization that would 
drive internal strategy. For instance, the pharmaceutical industry, operating with high margins 
and quality is very important, compared to raw material industry, where there are low margins, 
and this becomes the driving factor. These gave us a broad division of which organization to 
approach. For example, the food industry with its high-frequency trading and turnover, and the 
automotive industry with its wide selection of components. This can be seen in Table 3. The 
organization would, of course, be on a spectrum when it comes to each segment, however, this 
has little effect on the final result because of the number of results and different areas of 
industries that were approached.  

From this, the experts were identified depending on the role and which organization that they had 
experience from. The above criteria generated a pole of 20 medium to large scale organizations 
within different industries that were approached. All from different industry-branches including 
paper and pulp -, steel -, food - and pharmaceuticals industry and so on, see Table 3. The targeted 
experts had to have more than 10 years of experience and been working at a tactical level of 
Supply Chain Operations or logistics within an organization in the field of engineering or 
management. This limited our respondents and gave a variety of answers depending on the time 
that the interviews had to spare. In 9 cases we were able to receive both the qualitative and 
quantitative data and in 4 cases only quantitative data. This gave a grand total of 13 
questionnaire responses and 12 in-depth interviews. The questionnaire and different parts of the 
interviews can be seen in Appendix B. 
The industrial experts had experience in their specific field, which could generate answers that 
only took into account risk assessment that were specific to their experience. Therefore, we had 
to exclude to not get a biased result. We used the division of industries mentioned above hedge 
them against each other to create a more general conceptual result. These segments would, later 
on, affect the result with equal weight, thereby we would obtain a general perspective of the 
supply chain and be able to draw conceptual parallels and conclusions.   
Our methodology of interviewing was semi-structured, reading through the transcripts, coding 
and indexing each interview, in order to get understanding of the importance. The first part of the 
interviews, the semi-structured part is based on theories of interpreting qualitative data by 
Silverman (2016) and will give us a conceptualization of underlying patterns. At the end of the 
interview, the interviewee was asked to answer the TISM survey of 220 logical statements to 
give us the foundation for the methodological approach. In the cases when the interview time 
was limited the questionnaire was sent via email to the interviewee.  
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4.4 Table of Experts 
In total there were 16 industry experts from 15 different industries participating in this study. The 
overlook of the chosen participants and their industry can be seen in Table 3 below. Further 
details on the interviews can in found in Appendix B.    

From the total of 16 participants, 9 provided an in-depth interview together with an answer on 
the TISM survey; 4 provided only TISM survey answers; 3 provided in-depth interviews only. 
This giving a total of 13 TISM survey answers and 12 expert interviews.  

Table 3. Table of Experts 

Respondent  Experience Organization Title  Industry Empirics 

1 12 years Cramo Head of Supply 
Chain 

Equipment Rental Survey  

2 10 years Ericsson AB Supply Chain 
Manager  

Telecommunication Survey  

3 10 years SSAB  Chief 
Procurement 
Officer 

Steel Processing Survey + 
Interview 

4 15 years Mekonomen 
Group 

Head of Supply 
Chain 
Management 

Retail & Wholesale Survey + 
Interview 

5 24 years AstraZeneca Head of 
Logistics 

Pharmaceutical  Survey + 
Interview   

6 30 years Epiroc / Atlas 
Copco 

VP Supply 
Chain Executive 

Industrial Equipment  Survey + 
Interview 

7 25 years Kedrion S.P.A VP Supply 
Chain Executive 

Pharmaceutical Survey + 
Interview 

8 17 years Hilding Anders Logistics 
Director 

Retail Survey + 
Interview 

9 11 years Scania Manager of 
Material Supply 
Chain 

Automotive 
 

Survey 

10 14 years Bombardier 
Transportation 

Head of Supply 
Chain 
Management  

Aerospace & Rail Survey + 
Interview 

11 11 years ICA Group Supply Chain 
Manager 

Food Retail  Survey + 
Interview 
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12 15 years Tikkurila VP Supply 
Chain Planning 

Paint & Coating  Interview 

13 10 years Volvo CE Acting Head of 
Logistics 

Heavy Equipment Survey 

14 12 years Mondelez 
International 

Supply Chain 
Manager  

Food Processing Survey + 
Interview 

15 20 years Billerud Korsnäs VP Supply 
Chain 
Management 

Forestry Products Interview 

16 20 years Accenture Managing 
Director  

Strategy Consulting Interview 

These experts are kept anonymous due request and the belief that it would be easier for the 
interviewees to partake and share more of their knowledge with this in mind. These semi-
structured interviews were later transcribed, coded and indexed, in order to get understanding of 
data can be utilized and to be able to categorize the data’s importance. The survey result was at a 
later stage converted into result as explained in chapters 4.5.5 – 4.5.8 below.  

4.5 Applying the Total Interpretive Structural Modeling 
This part of the thesis further explains and elaborates on the concepts and methods that have 
been used in the research and provides details of the specific approaches used. Firstly, a 
conceptual description and brief explanation of the Total Interpretive Structural Modeling will be 
provided. Thereafter, the specific steps of the Total Interpretive Structural Modeling 
methodology will be explained in detail. 

Total Interpretive Structural Modeling (TISM) is the extension of Interpretive Structural 
Modeling (ISM), a technique that has found its place in social science research in the recent 
years, becoming one of the most cited methodologies (Dubey & Ali, 2014). ISM is an important 
methodology particular when there is a lack of supporting literature and an undefined 
relationship between subjects (Jena et al., 2017). The technique uses experts to judge the 
relationship between variables, through logical statements and interpretation, in order to generate 
deep knowledge of a subject when the cause and effect relationship between variables is hard to 
define. The difference between ISM and TISM is that the later, TISM have been developed to 
deal with the limitations of the ISM, providing improvements and better explanation of the links 
and nodes in the structural model. (Jena et al., 2017)   
The steps in the Total Interpretive Structural Model are (Dubey & Ali, 2014; Jena et al., 2017; 
Dubey et al., 2017) : 
● Identification of variables through systematic research of the topic under investigation. 

● Developing a questionnaire consisting of the variables with questions formed in order to 
define contextual relationships among any two variables.  

● Approaching experts and explaining the guidelines of the questionnaire, then asking them 
to firstly confirm the variables then provide answers to the question.  
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● Make the self-interaction matrix and fill the matrix with the following logical relationship 
between the variables: denoted by V, A, X and O:   

V: If i leads to j but j doesn't lead to i. 
A: If i doesn't lead to j but j leads to i. 

X: If i and j lead to each other.   
O: If i and j are not related each other. 

● Converting the self-interactive matrixes first to a binary matrix. 
● Converting the binary matrix into final reachability matrix by considering transitivity 

properties. 
● Identify the level of each variables dependence power and driving power from the final 

reachability matrix. 
● Based on the level of driving and dependence of variables given above in the reachability 

matrix, developing a directed graph (DIGRAPH). 
● Converting the DIGRAPH into a self-explanatory structural model. 

● Reviewing the structural model to validate the conceptual stability and make necessary 
changes in the model. 

Further, develop the contextual relationships among the variables. This done through 
brainstorming technique where the association between the two variables is checked with ‘yes’ 
or ‘no’ questions.  

4.5.1 Setting the Risk Elements.  
The first step in the development of a theoretical framework for the use of TISM is to identify 
the eleven risk aspects of the inbound supply chain as presented in Table 1, in the previous 
Chapter 3. The approach used to build the knowledge base was through unstructured interviews 
and extensive literature research. The interviews working as a primary source of information, in 
order to gain a conceptual comprehension and guide the research into general outline and topics 
within SCM. Different profiles were chosen for the first round of unstructured interviews, mainly 
divided into two groups: Internal interviews at Northvolt and external interviews with experts. 
The external experts were chosen depending on if they fit into these two criteria: if they had 
experience of logistics or if they had experience with Supply Chain Management, see table 2. 
Due to the complexity and width of the field of research, our efforts were to continuously assess 
the data accordingly, in order to delete anomalies and personal preferences. This meant that all 
data gained in the unstructured interviews had to further investigated through a literature review. 
Even so, this first step of the pre-study gave a general outline of the field of study and an insight 
into some further areas of investigation with SCM.  
These were then further divided to potential risk activities, through an extensive literature. 
Literature findings were derived primarily by using keywords and gathered from different 
scientific established databases: KTH Primo, ScienceDirect, Compendex, EBSCO, Emerald 
Springer, Inspec, Scopus and Web of Science. In order to enhance the reliability and validity 
following keywords were used: ‘supply chain’, ‘cost drivers’, ‘optimization’ and ‘strategic 
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framework’. From these databases, we assessed reputable journals within the field of Operations 
and Supply Chain, as well as reports and books. Actionable measurements taken into account to 
raise the reliability of the studied literature was the number of citations, authors previous works 
and publisher. This process yielded more than 40 scientific publications that have been assessed 
in order to classify the key drivers of cost within Supply Chain Management.   
Originally this generated a different layout of the study with another number of factors. 
However, to ensure correctness of our findings another iterative process was started. This 
consisted of an expert panel of 3 that had a wide range of experience within SCM and logistics 
and further literature review. The aim of the panel of “field experts” was to have a wide range of 
experience to be able to cover all uncertainties and give feedback on all factors. One expert had 
only worked in pharmaceuticals, another with experience from logistics within the furniture 
industry and the last had only worked in the food industry with both logistics and supply chain 
management. This feedback and with the help of more literature enabled us to formulate the 11 
factors seen in chapter 3. 

4.5.2 Questionnaire Development 
The 11 risk aspects of the inbound supply chain, presented in Table 1 in the previous Chapter 3, 
were further transformed into a logical multiple-choice questionnaire. This for pair-wise 
comparison where each element is individually compared with all the other elements, in order to 
gather data on logical relationships. The transformation of each driver was done by assigning 
statement directly related to the underlying cost driving activity, and further comparing the 
statements as follows:      

❏ Statement one leads to Statement two. 
❏ Statement two leads to Statement one.  

❏ They lead to each other. 
❏ They do NOT lead to each other.   

With a total of (� ⋅ (�− 1))/2, where � is the number of elements.  
In a perfect world, a good questionnaire should be valid, reliable, clear, interesting and succinct 
(Jenn, 2006). Valid, reliable and clear in terms of the questions being phrased so that the 
respondent understands the objective of the question, and so that the questionnaire yields the 
same answer from the respondent in a repeated procedure within a short span of time (Jenn, 
2006). Achieving this was done by iterating the questionnaire through two stages, alpha stage 
and beta stage, before launching. In both stages, the questionnaire was reviewed by a “field 
expert” so that any uncertainties and queries were clarified. The questionnaire was based on a 
logical multiple-choice approach, hence having a clear conceptual framework only gathering 
precise data in accordance with the research methodology. 

4.5.3 Sampling Design and Data Collection 
The sampling design followed the methodology of Total Interpretive Structural Modeling, 
making use of a questionnaire and semi-structured interviews to establish the contextual 
relationship between the risk aspects identified earlier (Dubey & Ali, 2014). The TISM study 
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was held after the semistructured interview, where the interviewee was asked to answer the 
questionnaire of 220 logical statements to give us the foundation for the methodological 
approach. In the cases when the interview time was limited the questionnaire was sent via email 
to the interviewee. Before taking the questionnaire the background of, and how the questionnaire 
is structured was explained to the interviewee. Further, the interviewee was asked to go through 
and approve the 11 chosen risk aspects presented in accordance with the TISM methodology. 
This in order to verify the validity of the questionnaire and understand if the interviewee fully 
understands the guidelines of the test. The approach of the interviews can be seen in Appendix 
A.  

4.5.5 Converting Data to Self-Interactive Matrix 
As per the methodology for Total Interpretive Structural Modeling, the data retrieved from the 
expert interviews was transformed into a Self-Interactive Matrix, Figure 3 below (Dubey et al., 
2017). The deriving relationship between the variables in the questionnaire was made in two 
steps; firstly, by unifying answers using the answers of the majority; secondly, by assigning a 
logical relationship between the risk variables, denoted by V, A, X and O, where i and j represent 
the risk and financial aspects:     

V: If i leads to j but j doesn't lead to i. 

A: If i doesn't lead to j but j leads to i. 
X: If i and j lead to each other.   

O: If i and j are not related each other. 
 

 E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 E10 E11 

E1  V A X V V V V V X X 

E2   O O O O O O O O O 

E3    O V V V V O O O 

E4     V O V V V O A 

E5      A A X A O A 

E6       V V X O O 

E7        V A A A 

E8         A A A 

E9          A A 

E10           A 

E11            

Figure 3. Self Interactive Matrix. 
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4.5.6 Converting Self Interactive Matrix to Binary Matrix 
The Self Interactive Matrix, Figure 3, is then converted into a Binary Matrix, Figure 4, by 
substituting the V, A, X and O relationships by 1 and 0 as per the following rules, where i and j 
represents the risk aspects (Dubey & Ali, 2014; Jena et al., 2017; Dubey et al., 2017):      
● If the (i, j) relationship in Self Interactive Matrix is V, the corresponding binary 

relationship is 1 for (i, j) and is 0 for (j, i). 
● If the (i, j) relationship in Self Interactive Matrix is A, the corresponding binary 

relationship is 0 for (i, j) and is 1 for (j, i). 
● If the (i, j) relationship in Self Interactive Matrix is X, the corresponding binary 

relationship is 1 for both (j, i) and (i, j). 
● If the (i, j) relationship in Self Interactive Matrix is O, the corresponding binary 

relationship is 0 for both (j, i) and (i, j). 
       

 E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 E10 E11 

E1  1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

E2 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

E3 1 0  0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 

E4 1 0 0  1 0 1 1 1 0 0 

E5 0 0 0 0  0 0 1 0 0 0 

E6 0 0 0 0 1  1 1 1 0 0 

E7 0 0 0 0 1 0  1 0 0 0 

E8 0 0 0 0 1 0 0  0 0 0 

E9 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1  0 0 

E10 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1  0 

E11 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1  

 
Figure 4. Binary Matrix. 

4.5.7 Final Reachability Matrix with Transitivity Properties 
In order to remove any gaps among variables, if any, the properties of transitivity were used. 
Transitive relation, in mathematics, explains the binary relation between variables and can be 
described illustrative as: whenever an element a is directly related to an element b, and element b 
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is directly related to element c, transitivity implies that element a leads to element c (Dubey & 
Ali, 2014; Dubey et al., 2017). By adopting the transitivity criteria, Figure 4 could be prepared 
into the Final Reachability Matrix, Figure 5. Transitivity links are denoted ‘*’ in the figure.      
Further, the driving power and dependency of each risk aspect were calculated by summarizing 
the “1” in each row and column. All visually presented in the Final Reachability Matrix, Figure 5 
below.    
 

 E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 E10 E11 Driving 
power 

E1  1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 

E2 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

E3 1 1*  1* 1 1 1 1 1* 1* 1* 10 

E4 1 1* 0  1 1* 1 1 1 1* 1* 9 

E5 0 0 0 0  0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

E6 0 0 0 0 1  1 1 1 0 0 4 

E7 0 0 0 0 1 0  1 0 0 0 2 

E8 0 0 0 0 1 0 0  0 0 0 1 

E9 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1  0 0 4 

E10 1 1* 0 1* 1* 1* 1 1 1  1* 9 

E11 1 1* 0 1 1 1* 1 1 1 1  9 

Dependence 4 5 0 4 9 6 7 9 6 4 4  

Figure 5. Final Reachability Matrix. 

 

4.6 Research Quality 
In order to ensure the quality of the research, this section was purposefully constructed, based on 
validity, reliability, generalizability and source criticism. These are evaluated throughout the 
research and discussed in later chapters. In quantitative research, qualitative research has been 
critiqued, if not disparaged, for lacking consensus for assessing its quality (Leung, 2015). This is 
why it is important to understand how these concepts work, to understand why and how to 
achieve quality. Establishing and maintaining a reliable research method, that generates findings 
with a known repeatability, is the foundation for a good research. However, keeping a high 
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degree of repeatability when concerning research based on semi- and unstructured interviews is 
fundamentally hard. By having this in mind, many tools of documentation were used in order to 
enhance both the research process and interviews. This in order to increase the overall research 
quality.  

4.6.1 Validity  
Validity in qualitative research refers to the “appropriateness” of the tools, processes, and data 
(Leung, 2015). It can be described as the measure of the extent to how well the research has 
fulfilled its purpose and refers to the accuracy of what is found (Creswell, 2013). Thereby, the 
choice of methodology is appropriate for answering the research question, the research design is 
valid for the methodology, the data sampling and analysis is appropriate for the result, which is 
valid for the context (Leung, 2015). The choice of methodology should enable detection of 
findings in the appropriate context for it to be valid, with due regard to culturally and 
contextually variable (Leung, 2015). To achieve validity much focus in the research was thereby 
put on obtaining appropriateness through a methodological approach, which was consistent with 
the purpose and research question. These relied on a thought-through literature pre-study and 
study, which partially resided in examining potential research design, as well as, looking into a 
vast range of fields of studies. This means an extensive source criticism, to secure the quality of 
the study. This is further elaborated below under 4.3.4 Source Criticism.       

4.6.2 Reliability 
When it comes to quantitative research, reliability refers to exact replicability of the processes 
and the results (Leung, 2015). Whereas, in qualitative research with diverse paradigms, such 
definition of reliability is challenging and the essence of reliability for this research lies in 
consistency (Leung, 2015). It refers to what extent can the same outcome and conclusions be 
drawn if the research is carried out again, using the same approach (Creswell, 2013). This can be 
challenging in qualitative research as it is complex and depends on a range of variables, making 
it difficult to ensure the same result would be achieved if the same study was conducted again 
(Creswell, 2013). Therefore, there is tolerance for marginal variability for results in qualitative 
research. Provided that the methodology and relating theory of knowledge consistently yield data 
that is similar, but may differ within similar dimensions (Leung, 2015). Silverman suggests five 
approaches to enhance the reliability of the research: reputational analysis, constant data 
comparison, comprehensive data use, inclusive of the deviant case and use of tables (Leung, 
2015). Data accuracy was thereby verified in terms of form and context with a continuous 
comparison.  

4.6.3 Generalizability 
Generalizability is to what extent it is possible to render the research unspecific, reducing it to 
something general and universally applicable (Creswell, 2013). Therefore, the generalizability of 
qualitative research findings is usually not an expected attribute, as it is difficult to be able to 
generalize the research and apply to another object (Leung, 2015). In order to gain 
generalizability in qualitative research, one has to adopt a pragmatic approach in assessing 
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research. This can be done through similar criteria as for validity assessment: utilizing systematic 
sampling, constant comparison, triangulation, proper audit and documentation of each step 
(Leung, 2015). The study provides generalizability in the sense of the theory building process 
can be applied to studies referring to drivers in Supply Chain Management.  

4.6.4 Source Criticism  
When evaluating reliability, it is wise to revise what the origin of the sourced information is and 
from what database it was derived. To ensure quality in the sources a framework was put up, see 
the Chapter 2, Frame of Reference, theories were gathered from peer-reviewed articles and 
books. These were then backed-up to the extent possible, with articles from on opposing 
databases. Furthermore, only featured articles and scientific books were utilized, with a 
secondary aim to only include articles published close to the present, to ensure that the value of 
their findings still resided. Empirical data was collected through interviews with both experts 
outside and within the commissioner organization, Northvolt. To reduce potential bias, measures 
were taken, each area of interest presented by an employee by Northvolt was controlled by 
interviews with independent industry experts. To triangulate statements and information given by 
experts, interviews were verified through scientific articles. Furthermore, generalizable 
information has been confirmed through dialogue with larger manufacturing organizations in the 
Nordics.  

4.6.5 Quality of the Theoretical Framework.   
According to Wacker’s (1998) a good theory must follow some virtues criteria for ‘good theory’ 
which involves the following: including uniqueness, parsimony, conservation, generalizability, 
fecundity, internal consistency empirical riskiness and abstraction. Our proposed theoretical 
model presented in results, chapter 5. This is sought to reach the principles of good theory in that 
it has (i) uniqueness, coming from expert opinions as well as systematic literature review; (ii) 
parsimony, since no assumptions were made; (iii) conservation, as it could be further developed 
or replaced by a superior framework; (iv) generalizability, since the proposed theoretical 
framework can be widely applied within the field of inbound supply chain management; (v) 
fecundity, in the way of elucidating the importance of having a holistic picture and studying 
relationship between drivers; (vi) internal consistency, as it identifies and explains all important 
risk drivers and their relationship; (vii) empirical riskiness, since the proposed theory could be 
disproved; (viii) abstraction, since the theoretical framework is independent of both time and 
space. The result of this can be seen in the next chapter, 5.   
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5 RESULTS  
This chapter will present the results obtained from the questionnaire in combination with the 
Total Interpretive Structural Modeling, as well as the findings from the semi-structured expert- 
interviews.  

5.1 Result from TISM Study 
From the Final Reachability Matrix presented in Chapter 4, Figure 5, the reachability and 
ancestors set were found as per the methodology for Total Interpretive Structural Modeling 
(Dubey & Ali, 2014). The reachability set consisted of one risk aspect and other risk aspects it 
may help drive. Whereas the ancestor set consisted of the risk aspect and other elements, which 
may help in achieving it. Further on, the ancestor sets intersection was derived, thereby divided 
into different levels of hierarchy. The top-level elements in the hierarchy are the ancestor for 
which the reachability and intersection sets are the same. Meaning that it would not help achieve 
any other element above its own level. Once the top-level elements are identified, they are 
separated from the rest, and the same procedure is repeated to find all the levels presented in 
Table 4 below.  

Table 4 Levels of Elements 

E3, E1 Level 1 

E4,  E10, E11 Level 2 

E6, E2, E9 Level 3 

E7 Level 4 

E5, E8 Level 5 

 

These levels presented above build the foundation for the graph in Figure 6 and final model 
presented in Figure 7. The levels in Table 4 together with the Final Reachability Matrix in 
Chapter 4, Figure 5, can further be represented graphically, belonging to one of four different 
categories, as illustrated in Figure 6.   
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Figure 6. Risk Aspects Illustration. 

 
The different quadrants in Figure 6 can be further elaborated as followed: 
● Upper left quadrant: the elements in this category can be considered the driving 

parameters, with a strong driving power and a weak dependence. These elements are also 
known as the key driving elements since they are independent and causes a large impact 
on other elements.      

● Upper right quadrant: the inhibitors in this category have strong driving power as well as 
dependence, making them unstable. If any action is performed on these elements they 
will have an impact on others to, as well as a feedback effect on themselves.   

● Lower left quadrant: the elements in this category have a weak driving power as well as 
dependence, hence making them autonomous inhibitors. These elements are 
cooperatively detached from the system since they hardly have any strong links.  

● Lower right quadrant: is basically the elements in this group have weak driving power, 
but a strong dependence. Making them dependent variables greatly affected by many 
factors.  

These elements are then interlinked in a tree-like model, where one can get the perception of 
how and what is connecting them and what underlying elements that affect how they behave. 

Following the TISM and synthesis of the TISM model and analysis approach was conducted and 
resulted in the following theoretical framework, proposing a conceptual understanding of supply 
chain risks, Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Cost Drivers Illustration. 
The result of the proposed framework, based on Total Interpretive Structural Modeling, identifies 
the risk aspects which are responsible for disrupting an inbound supply chain. Thereby, driving 
the costs of the chain. The top three driving risk aspects are: (1) Regulatory Legal and 
Bureaucracy, denoted E3: ‘Change in trade and transportation laws’. This aspect is independent, 
since it is not affected by any other element, highly driving since all other elements are affected 
by; (2) The second most important element, Disruption Risk, denoted E1: ‘Disruptive and 
unforeseen events’ since it is highly driving and fairly independent; (3) Third is a group of 
elements (i) Material Identification and Traceability, E10: ‘Not being able to trace or identify 
individual components in production’; (ii) Information Infrastructure, E11: ‘Lacking upstream 
information and information infrastructure’; (iii) Supplier Dependency, E4: ‘Supplier not 
fulfilling agreement to deliver’. The most dependent elements presented in the proposed 
framework, Table 4, are E8: ‘Not optimized inventory’ and E5: ‘Modification of the nature of 
transport: type, load route and speed’. These being the most dependent since they do not affect 
any other elements than themselves, and in turn are dependent on the majority of the other 
elements.  
Based on Figure 7, all elements except one can be found in either the upper left or the lower right 
quadrant. Hence, these elements can be placed in three different categories (i) dependent 
variables greatly affected by many factors, which are: E1, E3, E4, E10, E11; (ii) key driving 
elements, independent and causes a large impact on other elements, which are: E6, E9, E7, E5, 
E8; (iii) lastly, elements with weak driving power, as well as dependence, which include element 
E2. The last element E2 can, therefore, be considered an autonomous inhibitor since it is 
detached from the system and hardly have any strong links. 
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5.2 Result from Expert Interviews 
In terms of specific commitments for improvements of the supply chain, there were three major 
aspects that was brought up multiple times. The following aspects are presented in the order of 
occurrence in the 12 semi-structured interviews: 
 
Most commonly occurring topic, stated by interviewee: 3, 7, 10, 11, 12, 14 and 15 was the issue 
planning and controlling. Being able to both estimate demand and accurately deliver that 
according to specification. This raises the awareness for accurate accounting; knowing all about 
the material or products included, so that problems and inefficiencies can be fixed before they 
multiply and drives cost. Thereby, increasing the need for accurate identification, accounting and 
traceability, in order to increase transparency and information flow up and down stream. 
Achieving a higher grade of traceability are commonly done by applying identification marks to 
each unique material or product needed. When quality is an issue, identification marks also 
sought to help to keep track on production components when working with multiple suppliers in 
order to smoothen the transition between suppliers and batches. Interviewees 7, 10, 11 and 15 all 
stated that having a working system for accurate accounting of materials and products, including 
identification and traceability are fundamental part needed in all supply chains. The fundamental 
idea most experts highlighted was the importance of getting such a system right from the 
beginning. Main reason behind this was the supporting function it provides to most departments 
in the organisation: business development, R&D, procurement, logistics, supply chain etc. Some 
of the interviewees, especially in sectors where material quality is a major concern, gave 
examples of such systems that had grown to be overwhelming and hard to use. The main reason 
behind this are errors or inadequacy functionality in place in the systems early stages. Later 
growing together with the organisation to multiply. Thereby, applying some conceptual 
understanding in to the development of such systems in an early stage might save a lot of future 
resources.  
       
The second most occurring aspect, stated by interviewee: 4, 6, 7, 8, 11 and 12 was the necessity 
to minimize the risk for sub-optimization. Interviewee 12 gave the explanation on how they 
recently had centralized their operations planning on a global level in order to minimize risk for 
production sub-optimization in each region. Interviewee 6, explained that one of the biggest risks 
is the ignorance to understand the holistic view and gave an example when R&D had developed 
a new machine. They had only had their own perspective in mind and tried to create a new 
product to boost sales. The machine had 98% new parts, creating costs of retrieving these and 
losing huge profits on replacement-part sales. One fundamental idea that the experts highlighted 
was that it is easy to see the symptoms, but hard to see the cause. Pinpointing the importance of 
understanding the hole picture in order to make the right decisions. However, seeing everything 
and accounting for all potential causes is something that was agreed on being impossible. Main 
reason being that it is extremely hard to see outside your own perspective. Overcoming this can 
be done with a full company spanning strategy put in place and broken down so that all the 
company employees understand it. Hence declaring a common company vision, mission and 
goal. Interviewees agreed on that having this in place creates an answer to “why” things needs to 
be done in the organisation and widenings the perspective of the employees.  
Third most occurring topic, stated by interviewee: 3, 4, 7, 11 and 15 was the importance to fully 
understand the market. Work with different scenarios and plan for failure. Interviewee 11 stated 
that planning is everything since it helps understand the future. A plan, however, is useless since 
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it is seldom followed. Interviewees 7 & 11 both recited Eisenhower’s famous quote “Planning is 
everything, a plan is nothing”. Interviewee 4 stated based on experience that disruptions are both 
hard to foresee and hard to prepare contingency plans for. Giving an example where one of their 
central warehouses where cut off from the electricity grid by mistake, costing a fortune, and 
could have been solved with a cheap backup diesel generator. Interviewee 15 went on to draw 
parallels with Murph’s law, that one should expect that whatever can go wrong will go wrong. 
The fundamental idea that most experts highlighted was the importance of having contingency 
plans in place even though they are seldom followed. The reason supporting this is that it can be 
seen as a way of training the organization for hard situations. By assigning resources to 
investigate potential failure prior to them happening, knowledge will be built within the 
organisation to better handle difficult situations when they happen.  
       

Other important key ideas that were mentioned in the interviews were the discussion on whether 
to engage in vertical integration, long-term contracts with suppliers or source from multiple 
suppliers. Found in the interviews was that (i) vertical integration is only assumed to be 
profitable when the capacity of the integrated parts is fully utilized; (ii) sourcing from multiple 
suppliers are preferable to mitigate risk if vertical integration is not an option; (iii) long-term 
contracts is the best approach if vertical integration or multi-sourcing is not an option, 
alternatively hedge when buying critical materials. One should also keep in mind a strategic view 
of how to integrate systems, either forward or backwards in the chain, to ensure early awareness 
of supply and demand.         
Lastly, but nonetheless noteworthy, it was also found that a majority of the interviewees also 
agreed upon that the biggest difficulties within an inbound supply chain are the tradeoff between 
mitigating the risk for failure and disruption; reducing cost and working capital; improving 
customer service. Generalized to imply the tradeoff between cost and risk.  
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6  ANALYSIS & DISCUSSION  
In this section, the result of the thesis and the TISM methodology is discussed in relation to 
theoretical and practical implications, highlighting strengths, weaknesses, and uncertainties. 
The main focus of the discussion is on how the results of the TISM methodology relate to both the 
academic theory and practical implications of the work. 

6.1 Analysis of Results 
The result in this study was built from parallels drawn between the semi-structured expert 
interviews and the results from TISM study. In many aspects the studies worked together to 
strengthen the results pinpointing the fundamental aspects to focus on when strategizing for an 
optimal inbound supply chain. However, northworthy was that some of the answers provided 
from the two studies worked in opposite to each other. Following are some of the major findings 
of this research presented and discussed.    

Firstly, a uniform result derived from both studies was the need for a conceptual understanding.    
Seen from the TISM result the most driving risk aspects where Regulatory, Legal and 
Bureaucracy and Disruption Risk. Both these aspects are in line with what experts proposed 
when describing the need for a conceptual picture. Concluded that the biggest risk are the 
ignorance to understand the full picture of the entire strategy and market needs. Strategizing in 
overcoming this can be done in many ways, one common finding through the expert interviews 
was that a complete strategy covering the entire organization is needed to be in place. There by 
declaring a common company vision, mission and goal. Broken down and put in place so that all 
the company employees understand it Basically, elucidating the importance of good management 
and communication within the organization. When it comes to strategizing on mitigating the 
risks corresponding to not having a holistic view the needed measures are relatively vague. 
Strategic management is a research field of its own, and the specific implementations and 
recommendations are chosen to be left outside this thesis scope.      
The second uniform result was presented in the semi-structured interviews as the importance of 
product and material identification and traceability, one of the most fundamental parts of a 
global supply chain. This was then confirmed by the TISM model, Figure 7, where ‘Material 
Identification and Traceability’ and ‘Information Infrastructure’ were among the top drivers 
within a global inbound supply chain. In terms of concrete measures in order to optimize the cost 
risk tradeoff of the supply chain, a recommendation is to implement an accurate accounting of 
materials and products. However, the difficulties with doing so are many (i) sharing information 
is a simple thing in theory, but the reality and theory seldom aligns; (ii) integrating multiple IT-
systems and sharing data demands major investments; (iii) stakeholders in the chain might lose a 
strategic position if information is revealed; (iv) understanding the tradeoff between grade of 
integration as well as cost and risk related benefits. Even though the difficulties are many, one 
could argue that advantages from having an accurate accounting of materials and products are 
greater. Especially, when the system is in place from an early stage in the development. This 
since an accurate system will work as an important support function helping (i) purchasing 
department, making the right decisions; (ii) research and development department visualize and 
understand the differences in production material from different suppliers and batches; (iii) 
environmental, logistics, finance, production and legal to assign specific data to the involved 
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component. Thereby, an accurate accounting of materials and products are in line with providing 
the organization with a holistic view, to help understand the entirety.  

The third finding is that Logistics Network and Inventory are considered fairly unimportant in 
the TISM study, since these two elements are most dependent in the TISM model, Figure 7. It 
should be noted that this is from a strategic perspective involving the optimal tradeoff between 
cost and risk in an inbound supply chain. However, seen in the semi-structured interviews, these 
elements were often mentioned as the main element to optimize when trying to cut down cost in 
the chain. Hence, showing the divide between the studies. Arguably the reason behind this might 
be rooted in the fact that these elements are, to a greater extent, directly connected with actual 
cost. Cutting down cost or making investments related to logistics and inventory are therefore 
something that will give a direct impact in the annual report. Even though, the long-term effect 
might be the opposite. With a conceptual understanding of all elements in an inbound supply 
chain, it can be concluded that making investments in other parts will generate support for both 
logistics network and inventory functions of the chain. Further, it is worth mentioning that 
Logistics Network and Inventory do not drive changes in any other risk aspect. Hence viewed 
from a causality perspective,  logistics is the effect of all other elements, except for one. With 
this said, disruptions in any other risk aspect will result in a disruption in the Logistics Network 
or Inventory. Mitigating risk could be done by either stocking up and be preparing the Logistics 
Network and Inventory for potential disruptions, or by looking at the result from the TISM 
model, Figure 7, and mitigating other aspects affecting these two. Seen from a tradeoff 
perspective between risk and cost the latter is a better option in the long-term. Thereby, showing 
that even experts fail to get the full picture and have a conceptual view.          

The fourth important finding is represented by one of the major driving elements in the TISM 
model, Figure 7, Supplier Dependency. It was proposed by many interviews as supplier relations. 
A common way of mitigating risk of being supplier dependent is through multiple supplier 
strategies. Nonetheless, it is not always possible to source from multiple suppliers, as availability 
to choose could be limited. If that is the case, supplier relations need to be kept up to standard. 
Otherwise, these suppliers do not feel obliged to deliver as promised. Procurement strategies 
through penalties can often result in stalemate as the law is as flawed as any human: “Force 
majeure, when there are large constructions of, for instance, a tunnel or bridge, that prohibit 
normal transportation and even if you have clauses that penalize delay in delivery, the supplier 
cannot or will not adhere to these” (Interviewee 4). Therefore, inbound Supply Chain 
Management requires good relations with vendors to be able to understand their internal drivers, 
opportunities and limitations. 

Finally, a general solution to many issues within SCM that was highlighted in some interviews, 
was Supply Chain Coordination. It was chosen to be left out of the results part, since it is 
considered by a majority of interviews as the only textbook example. A theory that is beautiful in 
mind but flawed in reality. The idea is to become better at integrating between stages in the 
supply chain and become more transparent so that information can pass through the stages. 
However, the reality this often different. Organizations are very afraid to pass information out 
into the external world, this fear is sometimes based on reasonable arguments, but mostly it is 
just employees not being sure if the information can be passed to other organizations or not. The 
fear of giving away too much information to the public is then prohibiting the stages in the 
supply chain to effectively communicate with each other. It is, for all parties always easier to 
work against accurately estimated demand and supply, than to work with limited knowledge of 
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how it is going for the other stages in their supply chain. When looking upstream, as we do in 
this scope, often supplier live by the idea that they will deliver into last minute, hoping that they 
will be able to fix the problem causing the insufficient supply, without the customer noticing 
anything. This mentality is reasonable from the supplier’s perspective. It is an egocentric 
perspective, which only sees the delay in delivery as a risk of receiving a penalty. However, for 
the customers and later stages in the supply chain, it can cause enormous delays, as the bullwhip 
effect magnify them through the chain.  
Lastly, and nonetheless noteworthy is that one element in the TISM model, Figure 7, can be 
considered an autonomous inhibitor since it is detached from the system and hardly have any 
links. This element is Political and Economic Instability, the reason behind this is a formulation 
flaw in the questionnaire, which is analyzed in more depth in the next part of the chapter, 6.3. 
However, in the interviews, it was mentioned as risk aspect only affecting certain organizations, 
with supply chains stretching into unstable part of the world. Therefore, this anomaly in the 
survey was not further analyzed from a perspective of its effect on the final result. 

6.2 Discussion on Pre-Study & Methodology 
The quality of the research is directly related to the researcher’s ability to follow the restrictions, 
delimitations, and adhere to the subchapter Research Quality 4.3. More so, it is also important 
that the research is clear and structured in a way that is understandable, especially for the 
interviewees. In order to get a generalizable result both the semi-structured qualitative part of the 
interviews, as well as, the structured survey (logical statements), have to be general enough to 
cover risks in all different industries. However, still specific enough to be able to gain some 
knowledge from each expert. This is a basic idea that we struggled with throughout the research. 
In order to be able to create, especially the survey to fit into this criterion, we had to have enough 
knowledge of what risks each industry could face and still make it general enough to apply to 
other industries.  
To be able to conduct a process of creating a product without understanding, or being able to 
visualize the end product, we had to figure out a working methodology. Therefore, we tried 
foreseeing the process in order to be able to derive how we would go about approaching it in the 
most efficient way. The thought of not being able to fully understand and visualize the end-
product was to some extent similar to product development in the software industry. Where the 
end product is simple to figure out in a conceptual way, but difficult to understand in terms of the 
approach getting there and what the end result will be.  Similarities could be found with our 
research, as we had some idea of the end product, but limited knowledge of how it would appear 
in detail. Because of this, we had to find someone with more knowledge than us on the main 
topic, to be the tester or “customer” of the project. Which would allow the survey and risk 
factors to be developed with feedback from these “customer”. Thereby, a panel of 3 “field 
experts” with different industry backgrounds and different views of the inbound supply chain 
was used. The aim of the panel was to have a wide range of experience to be able to cover all 
uncertainties we had and to create a survey that had no room for misinterpretation. One expert 
had only worked in pharmaceuticals, another with experience from logistics within the furniture 
industry and the last had only worked in the food industry with both logistics and Supply Chain 
Management. Then we created versions of our survey, an alpha and a beta, that were sent out for 
feedback. By doing this we could find errors and flaws in our prototypes: how we motivated the 
risk factors, how we formulated these risk factors and formulated the logical statements. 
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However, because of the different experience of the experts we received a range of thoughts and 
corrections that did not always match. This made it hard to be able to improve the prototypes in 
an efficient way. It was also considered that the scope of the research might not be able to 
generalize in this specific way. Moreover, it could be argued that many of the areas analyzed are 
too specific for each industry or even that they may vary within industries. It was concluded that 
the final result was the only way to figure out if this was true or not. However, to some extent 
prohibit this from happening, we had continuous discussions of the feedback with the experts, to 
be able to find out the most generalizable solution. 

Another aspect that was limiting us by the use of an expert panel was that they would not cover 
the whole scope with their experience and expertise. In hindsight, this should have been made 
different, with more experts that combined had experiences that could better cover the whole 
scope of the research. This would have given a broader set of feedback and more generalized 
survey that could not be interpreted in a different way. A good example of a misinterpretation as 
a result of this was the fact that Political and Economic Instability had weak links to the rest of 
the aspects. The feedback on the prototypes lacked in some aspects, which in the end meant that 
our final result was not as convincing as it could have been. With more time put on the actual 
fine tuning of each risk factor and each of the 220 logical statements, the response of the survey 
could in some cases have generated more unanimous results. This would thereby have made it 
easier to analyze and make the research stronger from a general point of view.  
The main reason behind the chosen approach was because of the time limit of the research. At 
the beginning of the research, it was not as clear that the survey part of the research would 
require as much time and devotion as it did in the end. It was considered enough to only involve 
3 experts in the panel as it was considered that these would be able to give enough feedback for 
us to formulate questions in a way that did not leave room for interpretation. More time was put 
on later stages of the research, to actually find the experts that would take part of the main 
research and finalize and analyze the results. With this in mind, it is clear that the time-
prioritization could have been modified, which could have given a more convincing result from 
the survey.  

However, as further explained below in chapter 6.3, most answers to the survey were unanimous. 
There was room for misinterpretation in approximately 12% of the survey statements. This was 
figured out by cross-referencing results from the first and second study. The first study is initially 
a semi-structured interview and then the survey that was answered with the experts reasoning 
simultaneously explained. The second study being the survey sent out to experts who had not 
taken part in the qualitative research. By doing so we could see which parts in the first and 
second study that did not match. The 12% misinterpretation can be seen as fairly low, but the 
aim was to have this number closer to zero in order to rely heavier on the survey result. Instead, 
we had to rely more on the qualitative part of the research. This was analyzed to understand and 
make good conclusions in connection to the 12%. In that sense, it was good that we also did the 
semi-structured interviews as it generated a result which could be utilized to control the survey 
result analyze it.  

The problem with making mistakes in the early stages of the research is that they have a 
tendency to echo throughout the work and magnify depending on how much they affect the end-
result. Therefore, the expert panel had a great effect on the end-result, as they contributed to how 
the survey was actually formulated. However, what has an even greater effect on the end result is 
the pre-study. The pre-study was a combination of literature review and unstructured interviews. 
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These interviews were conducted in this way to be able to obtain as much general knowledge 
from the interviewees as possible. What should be considered then, is that the research is 
perceptive to these interviewees perception of a supply chain, and what is important and what is 
not. Furthermore, the interviewees in this part of the research were chosen on the limited 
knowledge of the field of research. The time frame of the research limited a thorough screening 
process in a such an early stage. Which begs the question if these interviewees can be considered 
as the correct group for this research. Therefore, this was backed up with an extensive literature 
review that would cover all aspects of the inbound supply chain on a conceptual level. 

6.3 Discussion on the TISM Study 
How each of the risk aspects was found and categorized, then formulated into remarks later used 
in the questionnaire, could be questioned as mentioned earlier. It was difficult to make them 
cover the whole inbound supply chain and still be specific enough to make to the research useful 
for an organization. The feedback from the first part of the study, the surveys that were answered 
in front of us, gives a good insight into how the survey was perceived and interpreted by 
different parties. For instance, experts within organizations with limited or no production of their 
own commented on the aspects: Warehouse Design, E7 ‘Inefficient warehouse placement and 
utilization.’  
“This is a one-time expense, it could be massive, however, once the warehouse is designed and 
built it just stands there, then you have to adapt logistics and so on, around this” (Interviewee 4). 
It could be reasoned that warehouse design as a risk factor should be excluded from our research. 
Even so, warehouse design and placement could be considered as a mobile entity that just is not 
moving as often. The placement of it might not be as important as surrounding strategies 
depending on how it is utilized. For instance, creating a central warehouse increases your control 
and visibility of the inventory as you just have one entity of stock, and also decrease costs of 
having several warehouses. Nevertheless, this often increases the risk of having all inventory in 
one spot, it could also increase transport length as you only have one central spot. It can also 
decrease service levels as local warehouses have a better understanding of fluctuations in their 
individual market. With this perspective, a warehouse can be seen as an opportunity or a 
weakness in your logistics chain. This space for interpretation is hard to exclude from the 
research as the perspective difference is directly related to opinions on how to opportunism on 
different entities within one's’ supply chain.  
Another weakness that became apparent in the questionnaire data was the lack of answers at the 
beginning of the of the research. The data came into the range of reasonable interviews to be able 
to analyze each result. However, the number of respondents on the survey could be considered in 
the lower end of the spectrum, so repercussions were taken to ensure that we would receive 
enough data to be considered reliable. In order to get more experts to answer the survey without 
taking up too much of their time, the survey was sent out to experts that did not partake in the in-
depth interviews. Doing so would ensure more answers, however, would put the result in a risk 
of being scrutinized for two main reasons. (i) Firstly, answers could not be cross-referenced with 
qualitative results. This would mean that we would not have any context to why these 
respondents answered the way they did. We would, therefore, have to treat these results separate 
to the other results; (ii) Secondly, by not being present when the respondents answered the 
survey there would be a risk of anomalies for the simple reason that these would not put any 
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effort and thought into the answers. Because of this we sent out questionnaires to experts but 
considered these results separately.  

It was also argued that this could in one way strengthen the result. This since the questionnaire 
answers that were independent of the interviews either would show (i) that the semi-structured 
interviews were redundant, and we could entirely rely on the survey result or (ii) it would 
highlight flaws and misinterpretations in the survey. To some extent, these results did both of 
these simultaneously. First of all, it was fairly easy to spot anomalous in respondents that did not 
take the survey seriously, we had one in particular who stood out in 69% of the answers and 
therefore was excluded because of this fact. It was first argued that this could be a different way 
of seeing the inbound supply chain. However, after careful consideration, it was decided that 
some answered did not match the respondent's experience and expertise, therefore it was 
excluded. Secondly, the questionnaire answers independent from interviews matched the results 
to for the most part. Leaving room for interpretation in some logical statements it seemed, but 
still strengthening the overall result. This was to be considered a success since a full match was 
not probable, and this approach showed which questions that were not clearly understood and 
formulated. Thereby, we could analyze the flaws of the survey with the second study and use the 
first study as a control part. This because in the first study the answers were explained 
simultaneously throughout the survey and we, therefore, understood the reasoning behind each 
answer. It was controlled in this way as the experts taking part in the semi-structured interviews 
had a better insight into what the study was trying to achieve. This gave us a possibility to get a 
deeper understanding of what parts of the survey that held up and which that were unclear for an 
expert not taking part in the semi-structured interview.  

The fact that we got somewhat different answers in the second study can be seen as a great 
disadvantage to the final results. However, there were only 12% of the questions that were within 
the questionable boundary, and none of these can be seen as a total anomaly. These questions as 
mentioned before can be discussed for how they were interpreted when not having insight into 
the research. It can also be discussed from the boundaries and scope of the thesis since it could 
be argued how different industry experts view parts of the supply chain differently. For instance, 
a wholesale organization with low margin goods will have very different experience and 
perspective of risks in a supply chain compared to how an expert within pharmaceuticals.  

In the cases when the questions got unaligned answers, we went through the responses provided 
from our perspective. Later asked the experts with the unaligned answer to provide us with an 
explanation behind their thoughts. In all cases, these anomalies were due to misinterpretation as 
earlier mentioned. From an academic perspective, this approach could be questionable. However, 
most of the questions asked had in one perspective only one answer. For example, question 51: 
“Fluctuations in currency exchange rates and commodity prices leads to not being able to trace 
or identify individual components in production”, which gave two ways for anomalies to be 
created. Either from misinterpretation or loss of focus by the replicant. As for the latter, loss of 
focus could have been avoided if we changed the sequence of the questionnaire. Even more so, if 
we would exclude all questions in the survey that had clear answers. This would mean that the 
number of questions in the survey would be significantly smaller. However, this would make it 
more difficult if not impossible to generate a final model of the connection between the risk 
aspects.       
The TISM questionnaire of the study is to be considered data and should not contain room for 
interpretation. Therefore, viewed from an academic point of view, the 12% can be seen as a clear 
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weakness in the result. In the end, it comes back to a question that goes back to the beginning of 
the research and choice of topic and method. Perhaps it was impossible to get a clear result from 
and general research when it comes to a topic such as supply chain and how risks within it can be 
connected. This can be further debated and will probably never be argued on. In that sense, this 
choice of method to the research has neither been discredited through the research or have 
proven that it is possible. The 12% gives room for interpretation of this. 

The choice of method was done to gain two aspects (i) to get a conceptual understanding of the 
topic and analyze from this and (ii) a result that visually showed the connections between the 
different risk aspects. It can be seen that the main knowledge was gained through the semi-
structured interviews and thereby the questionnaire research could be seen as less important. 
Even so, the result of the survey is more visual and because of this, it is easier to comprehend. 
The model and visualization produced is not the main argument here, but the connections and 
hard to visualize links between the different aspects of the supply chain. Supply Chain 
Operations is not something that can only be learnt from theory and books, the reality is often 
dichotomous to this. Therefore, the connections between the different risk factors and 
understanding how they interact are what is important when analyzing a generalized supply 
chain on a conceptual level. Through this one can make strategic decisions on how to allocate the 
resources to optimize a supply chain. For it to be both resilient to risks and optimized on cost. 
This considered it could be argued that because of some weaknesses in the result of the TISM 
questionnaire part of the research, we could have eluded this and chosen a method where we 
only relied on the semi-structured interviews. This would probably have generated a good, but 
somewhat fluffy result as it would be harder to connect the answers from the different experts in 
a generalized way. It could also generate something that is hard to follow for the reader. The 
TISM questionnaire result can, therefore, be seen as the backbone of the research. From this, it is 
much easier to draw conclusions and discuss with a conceptual perspective. If we instead would 
have chosen only a quantitative research methodology, it would have been hard to analyze the 
results. This is because of our own, initially, limited knowledge of the field. Such an analysis of 
the result would be dependent on literature and would leave out knowledge gained from real life 
experience. If this would have been done, the final result of the research would have limited use 
for industry and could be seen as strictly academic. 

As for other results and findings in the study, many concerns have been raised if the risk and cost 
correlations can be made the way it was done. Some risk aspects in the TISM framework might 
carry a higher percentage of the total unforeseen cost, the direct importance of each risk element 
needs to be further understood. Cost aspects, however, are commonly generated by the failure to 
meet goals to deliver. Based on the shown element links presented in the TISM framework a 
conclusion can be drawn that all elements eventually end up driving cost. Even though not all 
elements are directly related. However, this raises the question if the chosen delimitations of the 
study were optimal and if a broader system boundary including strictly monetary aspects should 
have been used. Due to the limited time frame, a bigger perspective was infeasible since 
including more would have led to less detailed research.   
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7 CONCLUSIONS 
In this section, the overall findings of this thesis will be presented as answers to the research 
questions provided at the beginning of the thesis.   
This thesis has contributed to the Supply Chain Management literature in two ways: firstly, it 
complements the current literature by providing a new approach to investigate supply chain risks 
on a conceptual level. This through strategic and theoretical framework development. Secondly, 
this thesis extends the literature on supply chain management by offering a strategic framework 
for decision-making that is based on both literature and expert opinions on risks within an 
inbound supply chain. The framework extrapolates 11 different risk factors that directly or 
indirectly relate to financial cost drivers. These acting as a representative answer for RQ1: What 
are the major risk aspects for an inbound supply chain? From these 11 factors, a root cause 
analysis has been conducted with the result of the TISM model describing the hierarchical 
interdependent relationship between risk aspects in an inbound supply chain. Hence, answering 
the second research question, RQ2: What is the hierarchical interdependent relationship between 
risk aspects in an inbound supply chain? From the TISM model and semi-structured expert 
interviews, important findings were presented, all feasible to take into account when a 
manufacturing organization is strategizing for an optimal inbound supply chain. Thereby 
providing the answer to the overall problematization.  

Firstly it can be concluded that It is essential for organizations to strategize and optimize their SC 
to be able to: control cost, increasing margins, creating contingency plans and competitive 
advantage through innovative solutions. Strategies can be formed in many ways, often based on 
the uniqueness of a situation or organization. With this said, this thesis is highlighting a general 
and conceptual aspect important for strategizing an optimal inbound supply chain. 
The study presents the biggest risk in an inbound supply chain as the ignorance to not fully 
understand the conceptual view of the market, strategy and organizational goal. Failing to reach 
this view, leads to sub-optimization. It was shown that the also experts within the field, in many 
cases, lack to have this understanding. Thereby, highlighting the importance of good 
management and communication declaring a common company vision, mission and goal for the 
organization.  Even if it might be commonly known and hard to define what a good management 
practice includes. When it comes to terms of concrete measures that can be put in place in order 
to optimize the cost risk tradeoff of the supply chain, a recommendation is to implement an 
accurate accounting of materials and products. Even though the difficulties are many with the 
implementation of such. It is concluded that advantages for having an accurate accounting of 
materials and products are greater. Especially when the system is in place in an early stage of the 
development of the inbound chain of a manufacturing organization. This since an accurate 
system will work as an important support function helping most departments within the 
organization. Thereby, in line with providing the organization with a conceptual view of the 
overall strategy and organizational goal. When it comes to strategizing for an optimal cost and 
risk tradeoff, it was shown that logistics network and inventory are fairly unimportant. This since 
logistics and inventory does not affect any other risk aspects. Viewed from a cause and effect 
perspective, logistics and inventory being elements that are mostly dependent. Disruptions 
occurring in any other risk aspects thereby results in disruption in the logistics network or 
inventory. Hence, from a tradeoff perspective between risk and cost it makes more sense 
mitigating elements that have a greater driving capability. Lastly, it was found that vertical 
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integration, as a risk mitigation strategy is only assumed to be profitable when the capacity of the 
integrated parts is fully utilized. Alternatives to this are multisource strategies and long-term 
contracts. In all three cases, supplier relations needs to be kept up a standard. Even when acting 
in buyers’ market. Otherwise, these suppliers do not feel obliged to deliver as promised when the 
unexpected happens.  
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8  RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
This chapter presents what area of improvements that is mentioned in the early chapter, present 
them and explain how this could be improved through continuous work and how future aspects 
could have been applied to the research to make it more comprehensive. 

8.1 Recommendations 
The result of this study can be seen from many perspectives. However, to have made it even 
stronger it could be recommended to utilize the first part of the study as a control of the pre-
study. As of now, the surveys sent out without interviews, can be seen as a control for a pre-
study. However, by having done a more detailed pre-study, where you involve more respondents 
you would been able to retrain a more generalized result and be able to spot which parts of the 
survey that could be interpreted differently. This interpretation difference can be seen as a major 
part of how different experts see the supply chain, which is discussed early. However the aim of 
this part of the research is to exclude interpretation and therefore there should be no room for it 
in the survey.  

8.2 Future Work 
The next obvious step is to actually put a monetary reference on the risk aspects and to 
categorize them according to this. This would be comprehensive and time consuming as it is 
difficult to understand in detail what aspects that affect each risk factor and to what extent each 
affect it. This would probably have to be based on earlier research conducted. Dividing up each 
factor to be able to get an understanding of which sub-area is the major drive of cost. For 
instance, disruptive risk, major natural disasters and global events have been mapped out in 
different studies as a major drive of cost. These studies can also show how different industries 
are more or less resilient to such risks. This can then be combined, the specific monetary 
reference to that risk. However, for some risks this will be much harder as they are either harder 
to foresee or comprehend how surrounding aspects interlink. The later could for instance be 
information technology, it is hard to generalize these kinds of investments and what each 
organization get in return from them. This is because each system or solution is specific to that 
organization. The first one mentioned, risk aspects that are hard to ideate, could for instance be 
Samsung problem with Galaxy S7. When they launched it, it malfunctions in a sub-component. 
This were difficult to foresee if you did not have complete transparency of your supply chain and 
complete insight into each part of the inbound supply chain. Such a risk is also very specific to 
both industry and organization, and is completely dependent on how advanced their products are. 
To put a price on this, you would not only have to categorize different products, but also 
generalize risks on an industry level and then cross-reference these with some monetary aspect.  
Another step that could be done is to go in more depth when applying this research on a specific 
industry. Instead of benchmarking against all industries it would be interesting to do more in 
depth research on specific industries and see what differences and similarities there are. Both 
with compared to each other and compared to with this research. This is partly what this research 
does, however, if interviewing only one industry it is likely that the answers would vary from 
this research. Even so, this will remain unclear until such a study is done.  
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APPENDIX A: SECOND ROUND INTERVIEW  

 

1. First part of the interview.  
 
● Can you tell us about XXX and how they are working with supply chain operations, 

purchasing and logistics?  
 
 
● How are your supply chain structured?  

 
 

● Is any components of your supply chain extra critical?  
 
 
● What are the biggest risks in your supply chain? 

 
○ Any past disruptions?  
○ How where they handled? 
○ Learnings from past situations? 

 
● What strategies are put in place in order to make cost and risk tradeoffs?  

 
 
● How does XXX work with vertical integration?  

 
 
●  Other key methods/tool that is helping your work with supply chain optimization?  

 

2. Second part of the interview, questionnaire.  

 
The background of, and how the questionnaire is structured are explained to the interviewee. 
Further the interviewee was asked to go through and approve the 11 chosen risk aspects 
presented in accordance with the TISM methodology. The interview was ended, and the 
interviewee was asked to answer the questionnaire as soon as possible.  
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APPENDIX B: INTERVIEWS  
Interviewee: 1 

Cramo, Head of Supply Chain, 12 years working experience in the field. 
  

Cramo is a European company renting construction equipment, active in mainly Scandinavia and 
parts of Europe.  

  
Only Survey 

  
Interviewee: 2 

Ericsson AB, Supply Chain Manager, 10 years working experience in the field. 
  

Ericsson is a Swedish multinational networking and telecommunications company, one of the 
world's largest manufacturers of equipment for building networks for mobile communications. 

  

Only Survey 
  

Interviewee: 3 

SSAB, Chief Procurement Officer, 10 years working experience in the field. 
  

SSAB is a Swedish-Finish company specialized in processing raw material to Steel. They are 
active on a global level exporting and sourcing from most markets. 

  

Interview duration: 1h + survey time. 

Key notes on their supply chain practice are: 

Understand how the global market will affect and create potential hardships for your supply 
chain. Screen and test production components also from un-preferred suppliers in order to 
smoothen the transition between suppliers even if disruption takes place. 

  

Interviewee: 4 
Mekonomen Group, Head of Supply Chain Management, 15 years working experience in the 
field. 



 IV 

  

Wholesale business providing car parts to garage workshops and private customers. Active 
mainly within the Nordic markets. 

  

Interview duration: 1.5h + survey time. 

Key notes on their supply chain practice are: 

Constantly planning and reviewing strategies in all functions of the supply chain. Optimization 
on central warehousing.   

  

Interviewee: 5 

AstraZeneca, Head of Logistics, 24 years working experience in the field. 
  

AstraZeneca is an Anglo–Swedish multinational pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical 
company. They are active with their products on a global scale. 

  

Only survey. 

  
Interviewee: 6 

Epiroc / Atlas Copco, VP Supply Chain Executive, 30 years working experience in the field. 
  

Atlas Copco is a Swedish company active within the business areas of compressor technology, 
vacuum technology, industrial engineering, mining and construction engineering. They are active 
in a global market. 

  

Interview duration: 1h + survey time. 

Key notes on their supply chain practice are: 

It is essential to have a holistic view over the entire supply chain in order to mitigate the risk for 
sub optimization. The main difficulty is the tradeoff between cost, risk for failure, customer 
service.  One of the biggest risks is the ignorance to understand the holistic view. A full company 
spanning strategy needs to be in place and broken down so that all the company employees 
understand it. Otherwise sub-optimizations will occur.  
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Interviewee: 7 

Kedrion S.P.A, VP Supply Chain Executive, 25 years working experience in the field. 
  

Kedrion S.P.A is a pharmaceutical company with focus on blood plasma. They are active in over 
100 countries. 

  

Interview duration: 2h + survey time. 

Key notes on their supply chain practice are: 

Transparency and quality control is essential, reaching this is done through component 
Identification systems, sharing information and precise planning.   

  

  

Interviewee: 8 

Hilding Anders, Logistics Director, 17 years working experience in the field. 
  

Hilding Anders is a business-group that mainly produces beds. They are active on a global scale 
with production in Sweden. 

  

Interview duration: 1h + survey time. 

Key notes on their supply chain practice are: 

Source from multiple suppliers. Have a holistic view in order to minimize the risk for 
suboptimization. The main difficulty in Supply Chain work is to (1) minimize inventory; (2) 
reduce stock-outs; (3) have good customer service. All three aspects seem to work against each 
other.  

  

Interviewee: 9 
Scania, Manager of Material Supply Chain, 11 years working experience in the field. 

  

Scania is as manufacturer of trucks, busses and industry motors. They are active on a global 
market with production focused in Sweden. 
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Only Survey. 

  

Interviewee: 10 

Bombardier Transportation, Head of Supply Chain management Västerås, 14 years working 
experience in the field. 

  

Bombardier Transportation is a global manufacturer of trains, airplanes and technical systems, 
active on a global market. 

  

Interview duration: 1h + survey time. 

Key notes on their supply chain practice are: 

Information sharing both up- and downstream is essential for a successful supply chain. Vertical 
integration is only assumed to be profitable when the capacity of the integrated parts is fully 
used. The biggest risk in a supply chain is doing the right tradeoff between risk mitigation and 
cost.    

  

Interviewee: 11 

ICA Gruppen, Supply Chain Manager, 11 years working experience in the field. 

  

ICA Gruppen is a Swedish retailer with a focus on food and health. Manly active in Scandinavia 
and the Baltics. 
  

Interview duration: 0.5h + survey time. 

Key notes on their supply chain practice are: 

Planning ahead for future scenarios, working with identification and ID-tags. Scheduling 
inbound and outbound transportation is essential. Centralize the OP to minimize sub-
optimization.   
  

  

Interviewee: 12 
Tikkurila, Head of Supply Chain, 10 years working experience in the field. 
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Tikkurila is a paint manufacturer active with manufacturing plants on four markets: Sweden, 
Finland, Poland and Russia. 

  

Interview duration: 1h. 

Key notes on their supply chain practice are: 

Centralize the operations planning on a global level in order to minimize risk for production sub 
optimization. Long term contracts and good relations with suppliers. Have everything at least 
dual sourced. Assign detailed ID-numbers to be able to trace production errors both upstream 
and downstream. 

  

Interviewee: 13 
Volvo CE, Acting Head of Logistics, 10 years working experience in the field. 

  
Volvo Construction Equipment is a major international company that develops, manufactures 
and markets equipment for construction and related industries. 
  

Only Survey. 
  

Interviewee: 14 
Mondelez International, Supply Chain Manager, 12 years working experience in the field.   

  

Mondelēz International, is an American multinational confectionery, food, and beverage 
company. 

  

Interview duration: 0.5h + survey time. 

Key notes on their supply chain practice are: 

Identification of production components for better quality and traceability up- and downstream.   
  

 Interviewee: 15 

Billerud Korsnäs, Head of Supply Chain, 10 years working experience in the field. 
  

Billerud Korsnäs is a paper products manufacturer selling on a global market, active with 
production in mainly Sweden.  
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Interview duration: 1h 

Key notes on their supply chain practice are: 

Plan for everything even though you are not likely to follow the plan. E.g. contingency plan for 
every possible scenario. When quality is an issue, test production components also from 
unreferred suppliers in order to smoothen the transition between suppliers even if disruption 
takes place. 

 
  

Interviewee: 16 

Accenture, Managing Director, 20 years of working experience in the field. 
  

Accenture is a global management consulting and professional services firm that provides 
strategy, consulting, digital, technology and operations services. 

  
Interview duration: 1h 

Key notes on their supply chain practice are: 

Information infrastructure is key if you want to be able to lower cost and at the same time 
mitigate risk.  
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APPENDIX C: QUESTIONNAIRE  
Estimated time needed for this questionnaire: 10 - 15 minutes. 

Only consider INBOUND Supply Chain form a manufacturing organization perspective when 
answering the questions. 

Chose the one statement that is MOST true (if two statements are possible, choose the one 
backed by the strongest argument). 

Only one statement can be true. 

1 * 

o   Disruptive and unforeseen events lead to Fluctuations in currency exchange rates and commodity prices. 

o   Fluctuations in currency exchange rates and commodity prices leads to Disruptive and unforeseen events. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

2 * 

o   Fluctuations in currency exchange rates and commodity prices leads to Change in trade and transportation laws. 

o   Change in trade and transportation laws leads to Fluctuations in currency exchange rates and commodity prices. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

3 * 

o   Change in trade and transportation laws leads to Supplier not fulfilling agreement to deliver. 

o   Supplier not fulfilling agreement to deliver leads to Change in trade and transportation laws. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

4 * 

o   Supplier not fulfilling agreement to deliver leads to Modifications in nature of the transportation (type, load, route, and 
speed). 

o   Modifications in nature of the transportation (type, load, route, and speed) leads to Supplier not fulfilling agreement to 
deliver. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

  

5 * 



 X 

o   Modifications in nature of the transportation (type, load, route, and speed) leads to Limited transportation options 
(delivery slots, dangerous goods and inadequate stowability). 

o   Limited transportation options (delivery slots, dangerous goods and inadequate stowability) leads to Modifications in 
nature of the transportation (type, load, route, and speed). 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

6 * 

o   Limited transportation options (delivery slots, dangerous goods and inadequate stowability) leads to Inefficient 
warehouse placement and utilization. 

o   Inefficient warehouse placement and utilization leads to Limited transportation options (delivery slots, dangerous goods 
and inadequate stowability). 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

7 * 

o   Inefficient warehouse placement and utilization leads to Not optimized inventory. 

o   Not optimized inventory leads to Inefficient warehouse placement and utilization. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

8 * 

o   Not optimized inventory leads to Inaccurate scheduling of supplies. 

o   Inaccurate scheduling of supplies leads to Not optimized inventory. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

9 * 

o   Inaccurate scheduling of supplies leads to Not being able to trace or identify individual components in production. 

o   Not being able to trace or identify individual components in production leads to Inaccurate scheduling of supplies. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

 

 

 

 

10 * 

o   Not being able to trace or identify individual components in production leads to Lacking upstream information and 
information infrastructure. 
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o   Lacking upstream information and information infrastructure leads to Not being able to trace or identify individual 
components in production. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

11 * 

o   Disruptive and unforeseen events lead to Change in trade and transportation laws. 

o   Change in trade and transportation laws leads to Disruptive and unforeseen events. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

12 * 

o   Fluctuations in currency exchange rates and commodity prices leads to Supplier not fulfilling agreement to deliver. 

o   Supplier not fulfilling agreement to deliver leads to Fluctuations in currency exchange rates and commodity prices. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

13 * 

o   Change in trade and transportation laws leads to Modifications in nature of the transportation (type, load, route, and 
speed). 

o   Modifications in nature of the transportation (type, load, route, and speed) leads to Change in trade and transportation 
laws. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

 

14 * 

o   Supplier not fulfilling agreement to deliver leads to Limited transportation options (delivery slots, dangerous goods and 
inadequate stowability). 

o   Limited transportation options (delivery slots, dangerous goods and inadequate stowability) leads to Supplier not 
fulfilling agreement to deliver. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

  

15 * 

o   Modifications in nature of the transportation (type, load, route, and speed) leads to Inefficient warehouse placement and 
utilization. 

o   Inefficient warehouse placement and utilization leads to Modifications in nature of the transportation (type, load, route, 
and speed). 



 XII 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

16 * 

o   Limited transportation options (delivery slots, dangerous goods and inadequate stowability) leads to Not optimized 
inventory. 

o   Not optimized inventory leads to Limited transportation options (delivery slots, dangerous goods and inadequate 
stowability). 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

17 * 

o   Inefficient warehouse placement and utilization leads to Inaccurate scheduling of supplies. 

o   Inaccurate scheduling of supplies leads to Inefficient warehouse placement and utilization. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

18 * 

o   Not optimized inventory leads to Not being able to trace or identify individual components in production. 

o   Not being able to trace or identify individual components in production leads to Not optimized inventory. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

19 * 

o   Inaccurate scheduling of supplies leads to Lacking upstream information and information infrastructure. 

o   Lacking upstream information and information infrastructure leads to Inaccurate scheduling of supplies. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

20 * 

o   Disruptive and unforeseen events lead to Supplier not fulfilling agreement to deliver. 

o   Supplier not fulfilling agreement to deliver leads to Disruptive and unforeseen events. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

21 * 



 XIII 

o   Fluctuations in currency exchange rates and commodity prices leads to Modifications in nature of the transportation 
(type, load, route, and speed). 

o   Modifications in nature of the transportation (type, load, route, and speed) leads to Fluctuations in currency exchange 
rates and commodity prices. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

22 * 

o   Change in trade and transportation laws leads to Limited transportation options (delivery slots, dangerous goods and 
inadequate stowability). 

o   Limited transportation options (delivery slots, dangerous goods and inadequate stowability) leads to Change in trade and 
transportation laws. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

23 * 

o   Supplier not fulfilling agreement to deliver leads to Inefficient warehouse placement and utilization. 

o   Inefficient warehouse placement and utilization leads to Supplier not fulfilling agreement to deliver. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

24 * 

o   Modifications in nature of the transportation (type, load, route, and speed) leads to Not optimized inventory. 

o   Not optimized inventory leads to Modifications in nature of the transportation (type, load, route, and speed). 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

25 * 

o   Limited transportation options (delivery slots, dangerous goods and inadequate stowability) leads to Inaccurate 
scheduling of supplies. 

o   Inaccurate scheduling of supplies leads to Limited transportation options (delivery slots, dangerous goods and inadequate 
stowability). 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

 

26 * 

o   Inefficient warehouse placement and utilization leads to Not being able to trace or identify individual components in 
production. 



 XIV 

o   Not being able to trace or identify individual components in production leads to Inefficient warehouse placement and 
utilization. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

27 * 

o   Not optimized inventory leads to Lacking upstream information and information infrastructure. 

o   Lacking upstream information and information infrastructure leads to Not optimized inventory. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

28 * 

o   Disruptive and unforeseen events lead to Modifications in nature of the transportation (type, load, route, and speed). 

o   Modifications in nature of the transportation (type, load, route, and speed) leads to Disruptive and unforeseen events. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

  

29 * 

o   Fluctuations in currency exchange rates and commodity prices leads to Limited transportation options (delivery slots, 
dangerous goods and inadequate stowability). 

o   Limited transportation options (delivery slots, dangerous goods and inadequate stowability) leads to Fluctuations in 
currency exchange rates and commodity prices. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

30 * 

o   Change in trade and transportation laws leads to Inefficient warehouse placement and utilization. 

o   Inefficient warehouse placement and utilization leads to Change in trade and transportation laws. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

 

31 * 

o   Supplier not fulfilling agreement to deliver leads to Not optimized inventory. 

o   Not optimized inventory leads to Supplier not fulfilling agreement to deliver. 

o   They lead to each other. 



 XV 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

32 * 

o   Modifications in nature of the transportation (type, load, route, and speed) leads to Inaccurate scheduling of supplies. 

o   Inaccurate scheduling of supplies leads to Modifications in nature of the transportation (type, load, route, and speed). 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

 33 * 

o   Limited transportation options (delivery slots, dangerous goods and inadequate stowability) leads to Not being able to 
trace or identify individual components in production. 

o   Not being able to trace or identify individual components in production leads to Limited transportation options (delivery 
slots, dangerous goods and inadequate stowability). 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

34 * 

o   Inefficient warehouse placement and utilization leads to Lacking upstream information and information infrastructure. 

o   Lacking upstream information and information infrastructure leads to Inefficient warehouse placement and utilization. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

35 * 

o   Disruptive and unforeseen events lead to Limited transportation options (delivery slots, dangerous goods and inadequate 
stowability). 

o   Limited transportation options (delivery slots, dangerous goods and inadequate stowability) leads to Disruptive and 
unforeseen events. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

 

36 * 

o   Fluctuations in currency exchange rates and commodity prices leads to Inefficient warehouse placement and utilization 

o   Inefficient warehouse placement and utilization leads to Fluctuations in currency exchange rates and commodity prices. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 



 XVI 

  

37 * 

o   Change in trade and transportation laws leads to Not optimized inventory. 

o   Not optimized inventory leads to Change in trade and transportation laws. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

38 * 

o   Supplier not fulfilling agreement to deliver leads to Inaccurate scheduling of supplies. 

o   Inaccurate scheduling of supplies leads to Supplier not fulfilling agreement to deliver. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

39 * 

o   Modifications in nature of the transportation (type, load, route, and speed) leads to Not being able to trace or identify 
individual components in production. 

o   Not being able to trace or identify individual components in production leads to Modifications in nature of the 
transportation (type, load, route, and speed). 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

40 * 

o   Limited transportation options (delivery slots, dangerous goods and inadequate stowability) leads to Lacking upstream 
information and information infrastructure. 

o   Lacking upstream information and information infrastructure leads to Limited transportation options (delivery slots, 
dangerous goods and inadequate stowability). 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

 

 

 

41 * 

o   Disruptive and unforeseen events lead to Inefficient warehouse placement and utilization. 

o   Inefficient warehouse placement and utilization leads to Disruptive and unforeseen events. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

42 * 



 XVII 

o   Fluctuations in currency exchange rates and commodity prices leads to Not optimized inventory. 

o   Not optimized inventory leads to Fluctuations in currency exchange rates and commodity prices. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

43 * 

o   Change in trade and transportation laws leads to Inaccurate scheduling of supplies. 

o   Inaccurate scheduling of supplies leads to Change in trade and transportation laws. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

44 * 

o   Supplier not fulfilling agreement to deliver leads to Not being able to trace or identify individual components in 
production. 

o   Not being able to trace or identify individual components in production leads to Supplier not fulfilling agreement to 
deliver. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

45 * 

o   Modifications in nature of the transportation (type, load, route, and speed) leads to Lacking upstream information and 
information infrastructure. 

o   Lacking upstream information and information infrastructure leads to Modifications in nature of the transportation (type, 
load, route, and speed). 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

  

 

 

46 * 

o   Disruptive and unforeseen events lead to Not optimized inventory. 

o   Not optimized inventory leads to Disruptive and unforeseen events. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

47 * 



 XVIII 

o   Fluctuations in currency exchange rates and commodity prices leads to Inaccurate scheduling of supplies. 

o   Inaccurate scheduling of supplies leads to Fluctuations in currency exchange rates and commodity prices. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

48 * 

o   Change in trade and transportation laws leads to Not being able to trace or identify individual components in production. 

o   Not being able to trace or identify individual components in production leads to Change in trade and transportation laws. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

49 * 

o   Supplier not fulfilling agreement to deliver leads to Lacking upstream information and information infrastructure. 

o   Lacking upstream information and information infrastructure leads to Supplier not fulfilling agreement to deliver. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

50 * 

o   Disruptive and unforeseen events lead to Inaccurate scheduling of supplies. 

o   Inaccurate scheduling of supplies leads to Disruptive and unforeseen events. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

 

 51 * 

o   Fluctuations in currency exchange rates and commodity prices leads to Not being able to trace or identify individual 
components in production. 

o   Not being able to trace or identify individual components in production leads to Fluctuations in currency exchange rates 
and commodity prices. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

 

52 * 

o   Change in trade and transportation laws leads to Lacking upstream information and information infrastructure. 

o   Lacking upstream information and information infrastructure leads to Change in trade and transportation laws 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

 

53 * 



 XIX 

o   Disruptive and unforeseen events lead to Not being able to trace or identify individual components in production. 

o   Not being able to trace or identify individual components in production leads to Disruptive and unforeseen events. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

  

54 * 

o   Fluctuations in currency exchange rates and commodity prices leads to Lacking upstream information and information 
infrastructure. 

o   Lacking upstream information and information infrastructure leads to Fluctuations in currency exchange rates and 
commodity prices 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 

 

55 * 

o   Disruptive and unforeseen events lead to Lacking upstream information and information infrastructure. 

o   Lacking upstream information and information infrastructure leads to Disruptive and unforeseen events. 

o   They lead to each other. 

o   They do NOT lead to each other. 
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